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Abstract

Security is a huge topic, and it is present in almost everywhere from earth to
galaxy, water to land and natural life to material universe. Although security is
applied di�erently in di�erent domains, the main goal is the protection from loss
or failure and the retention of own existence. In computer networks, security is
generally the protection of information and systems from loss, corruption, theft or
forgery, while retaining the accessibility of information and systems for the legiti-
mate audience. To ensure such protection and availability features, the network
security needs to be changed dynamically, because the power of advanced pro-
cessors, the rapid growth in advanced computational innovations/techniques, the
indomitable curiosity of some expert users, the desire for fame and the increased
competition between rivals fuel the trend of sophisticated attacks. For this rea-
son, in wide distributed systems, such as Metro network or Internet, security is
one of the main requirements for safe and uninterruptible operations.

Ethernet has more than 3 decades of successful operational history inside most
Enterprise LANs and it operates at Layer-2 of OSI model, but native Ethernet and
standard leyer-2 devices lack any inherent security feature. So, security was ad-
dressed separately by di�erent manufacturers, which resulted in non-interoperable
network operation. Hence, IEEE standardized a Layer-2 security, named Media
Access Control security (MACsec), for interoperability. It provides link-based
security, and such hop-by-hop operation induces scalability through simple key
management and facilitates tra�c analysis. However, Ethernet is also consid-
ered as a promising solution for transport protocol because of its simplicity, high
capacity, easy management, easy deployment, cost e�ectiveness and ubiquity.
Service providers are gradually adopting the Ethernet for their infrastructures to
provide Broadband services to customers. This transition of Ethernet in Metro
network introduces new challenges. The link-constrained security of MACsec
is adequate for non-secured control mechanisms (e.g., Spanning Tree Protocol,
Multiple Registration Protocol etc.), where intermediate nodes (i.e., bridges) in-
tercept all control messages, but it eliminates the con�dentiality of user data
inside bridges. Hence, high-speed Ethernet-based Broadband networks are sus-
ceptible to attacks in large network deployment, where bridges need to be resided
in street cabinets, road side poles or public places for easy user access.

Here, we propose an ID-based mutually authenticated edge-to-edge security
architecture to address this remaining gap (i.e., secure bridging) in layer-2 service
provider networks. The major challenge for this scenario is the combination of
complete security, simplicity, better performance and scalability in a single so-
lution. Our solution addresses all challenges and simpli�es- key distribution by
an extension of 802.1x-EAP authentication protocol, key agreement by an ID-
based mutually authenticated two-pass key agreement protocol and secure data
transmission by a modi�cation of the replay protection mechanism of 802.1AE.
Furthermore, we evaluate our architecture on a simulation platform and a Linux
soft-bridge platform to verify the edge-to-edge data con�dentiality with measure-
ments of delay/performance statistics. The evaluation results suggest that the
proposed solution is highly secure and feasible for layer-2 bridging.
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Resum

En xarxes d'ordinadors, la seguretat és en general la protecció dels sistemes d'in-
formació, contra la corrupció, el robatori o la falsi�cació, mantenint al mateix
temps l'accessibilitat dels sistemes i només pel públic legítim. Per garantir aques-
ta protecció i disponibilitat, la seguretat de la xarxa s'ha de canviar de forma
dinàmica, ja que la potència dels processadors avançats, el ràpid creixement de
les innovacions en tècniques computacionals avançades, la curiositat indomable
d'alguns usuaris experts, el desig per la fama o l'augment de la competència entre
rivals alimenten la tendència en atacs so�sticats. Per aquesta raó, en tots els sis-
temes distribuïts, com ara la xarxa metropolitana o a Internet, la seguretat és un
dels principals requisits perquè les operacions siguin segures i sense interrupcions.

Ethernet compta amb més de tres dècades d'història en funcionament exitós
a la majoria de xarxes LAN d'empresa. Opera a la capa-2 del model OSI, però
nativament no inclou cap element de seguretat. Per tant, l'introducció de segu-
retat va ser una questió abordada per separat per part de diferents fabricants,
el que va resultar en el desplegament de xarxes no compatibles. Per tant, IEEE
va estandarditzar seguretat a nivell 2, anomenada Media Access Control security
(MACsec), que s'enfocava a proporcionar interoperabilitat. Incorpora seguretat
a nivell d'enllaç, i aquesta operació salt-a-salt aporta escalabilitat a través de la
gestió de claus senzilles i facilita l'anàlisi de trànsit. No obstant això, Ethernet
també es considera com una solució prometedora com a protocol de transport
degut a la seva simplicitat, alta capacitat, fàcil con�guració i implementació, la
seva rendibilitat i la ubiqüitat. Els proveïdors de serveis van adoptant Ethernet
per a les seves infraestructures per oferir serveis de banda ampla als seus clients.
Aquesta transició d'Ethernet a la xarxa de metropolitana presenta nous reptes.
La seguretat restringida a nivell d'enllaç - MACsec - és adequada per a meca-
nismes de control no garantits (per exemple, Spanning Tree Protocol, protocol
de registre múltiple, etc), on els nodes intermedis (per exemple, bridges) inter-
cepten tots els missatges de control, però elimina la con�dencialitat de les dades
de l'usuari dins dels dispositius. Per tant, les xarxes d'alta velocitat basades en
Ethernet són susceptibles als atacs en grans desplegaments, on els bridges han de
ser guardats a distribuïdors a nivell de carrer o llocs públics d'accés fàcil.

Per fer front al problema a les xarxes de proveïdors de capa 2 aquí proposem
una arquitectura de seguretat extrem-a-extrem, autenticada mútuament i basada
en identitat. El principal repte per a aquest escenari és la combinació d'una segu-
retat completa, simplicitat, millor rendiment i escalabilitat en una única solució.
La nostra solució ataca tots els reptes i simpli�ca- (1) la distribució de claus
mitjançant una ampliació del protocol d'autenticació 802.1x-EAP protocol, (2)
l'acord de claus amb un protocol de doble passada autenticat mútuament i basat
en identitat, i (3) la transmissió segura de dades mitjançant una modi�cació del
mecanisme de 'protecció de resposta' de 802.1AE. A més, avaluem la nostra ar-
quitectura en una plataforma de simulació i una plataforma Soft-Bridge en Linux
per veri�car el caràcter con�dencial de dades extrem-a-extrem utilitzant mesures
estadístiques de retard/rendiment. Els resultats de l'avaluació suggereixen que la
solució proposada és molt segura i factible per bridging de capa 2.
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� 1. Introduction

Although usage of security in human communication dates back to several hun-
dred years before Christ, the invention of computer networks and the necessity
to secure the transmission over that network became crucial only a half century
ago. The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) developed the Advanced Research
Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) to transmit sensitive information between
geographically dispersed scientists and researchers in 1960s. This was the early
age of wide area networks (WAN) when communication between academic and
government organizations was considered most important. The development of
transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) in 1970s and the move-
ment from ARPANET to TCP/IP based common network protocol in 1980s ini-
tiated the Internet age, but the invention of web browser in the late 1980s and
the World Wide Web (WWW) in the early 1990s �ourished the modern era of
network communication. The WWW requires only four years to reach 50 million
users, whereas Telephone network took more than 70 years to reach that amount
[ITU-T (1999)]. At the beginning of 2011, the number of world wide Internet
users may exceed the two billion �gure [ITU-T (2010)], which is almost one third
of the world population. This is the good side of the digital world where re-
searchers and organizations try to foster the technologies for mankind. On the
other hand, the bad guys (like attackers, intruders) are busy to break the tech-
nologies for their own bene�ts, fame and fun. So to secure the increasing number
of users' communication, the network community including the service providers
had to implement and have to propose ample security solutions. For this reason,
the network security became a crucial research issue from several decades, and
advanced security systems need to be designed to prevent sophisticated attacks.

Also to handle this enormous growth of increasing number of users, the service
provider should support advanced infrastructure that can handle data transmis-
sion in very high speed. The Federal Communications Commission in USA has
the minimum broadband recommendation of 4Mb/s [FCC (2010)] for the users,
and the service providers in Europe often o�er this speed (or more) with reason-
able monthly cost, while Japan provides the lowest price for per Mb broadband
[Michael Fitzpatrick, (BBC) (2009)]. For this reason, service providers want to
rely on simple, manageable and cost e�ective solution to support the speed level.
But expensive wide area network (WAN) technologies (T1/E1, T3/E3, ISDN,
Frame Relay, ATM, HDLC, PPP etc.) inside the Provider Network introduce
bottlenecks, because the existing infrastructures are reaching their limits. The
situation gets more awkward when the internal networks, consist of high speed

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Ethernet based Local Area Networks (LANs), are connected by those infras-
tructures. So a replacement of the existing expensive WAN technologies were
necessary to provide homogeneous network for better performance and reduced
complexities. Hence, the presence of Ethernet Network in the Metropolitan area
is becoming popular.

Ethernet is advancing more rapidly than its counterparts, and it has success-
fully survived more than 30 years as one of the dominant Networking technologies
after its �rst �blue book� was published in 1980 [Intel (n.d.)]. This success is
mainly gained for the simple and easily manageable Layer-2 operations, and also
for non-revenue based low cost infrastructure. It is evident that most of the inter-
nal Enterprise networks use Ethernet based LANs for connecting the employees
inside their premises. Also Metro Ethernet Forum stated that 98 percent of all
Enterprise data tra�c start and end their journey on the Ethernet ports [Mark
Whalley and Dinesh Mohan (2004)]. Moreover, the 100Gbps Ethernet standard
is rati�ed in 2010, while 10Gbps and 40Gbps Ethernet adapters are available in
the market. So these enlightening statistics, mainly the speed and simplicity,
lures the service providers to deploy their infrastructure using the fast Ethernet
technology, but this fact brings security concerns, because Ethernet was mainly
developed for shared communication inside the secure premises and hence, lacks
any security measure. So the provider network should deploy preventative mea-
sures or protect their network from every possible threat. The communication at
the Ethernet network is ruled by the bridges (a.k.a. switches), because forward-
ing of the data in the Layer-2 network is not possible without bridge operation.
When customers or users transmit their data, Service Providers transport those
data as layer-2 frames in Bridged Ethernet Networks. As the providers' equip-
ments are all Ethernet based inside access networks, they could not perform IP
level operations to forward the frames, they just forward Ethernet frames. Hence,
it is totally impossible for them to provide higher layer security solutions if we
consider from the Providers' perspective. Also they do not need to check the
security properties of the user data (secured or not-secured), because such con-
sideration is out of their scope. But they must protect the content while the
frames are traversing over their network. Otherwise, the customers could not
trust the providers. So the security of data inside the provider network should
start at the ingress edge and �nish at the egress edge, which guarantees the se-
cure transportation by the provider. For this reason, secure bridging is one of the
big challenges for the success of Layer-2 Broadband Provider Network, generally
called Metro Ethernet Network.

1.1 What is an Access Network?

The Provider Network is mainly divided in three regions- core, aggregation and
access network. The part of provider network where the customers are connected
is called the access network. This is also known as last mile network because the
communication provider serves the customers through their edge systems. The
aggregation network connects the access networks to the core Provider Network,
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Figure 1.1: Service Provider Network.

whereas the core network provides the connection to the Internet, as graphically
shown in Figure 1.1. The communication devices in the aggregation and core part
generally reside inside corporate o�ces, but the devices in access networks are
placed in public spaces (road side poles, street boxes, roofs of buildings etc.), so
access networks are less protected so far than the other two regions of Provider
Network. Moreover, the customers can be served through di�erent media at
the last mile, like wireless, copper wire (CAT5, CAT6, CAT7 etc.) or optical
(Ethernet Passive Optical Network, EPON) media solutions, but the main access
network infrastructures and the cables that connect the last mile to the aggrega-
tion are usually supported by the wired infrastructure. Besides, the aggregation
and core network are dominantly served by wired infrastructure. As Ethernet
dominantly supports the wired-infrastructure with Layer-2 operation and seam-
lessly integrates wired and wireless technologies, our main goal of this Thesis
is the security architecture for Bridged Provider Networks, mainly securing the
layer-2 communications inside provider networks.

1.2 Why do We Need Layer-2 Security?

Before the proposal of Ethernet in provider network, it was mainly the technol-
ogy of choice for the local area network. Now the ubiquity of Ethernet forces
us to look back to the security problems it faced in last 3 decades inside LAN.
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The majority of the problems were related to certain characteristics of the na-
tive Ethernet (described below), because Ethernet has no support for integrated
security. Virtual LAN was introduced to separate the operational domains of
di�erent Enterprise entities, so that it can restrict the visibility of the frame in
some regions, but it was not developed to provide any kind of frame security.
So an intruder can capture frames of VLANs when he has physical access to the
networking equipments. Besides, the transition of this LAN based protocol to
the provider network requires signi�cant improvements in several areas. The car-
rier and provider related problems (e.g., operation, administration, maintenance,
fault management, service provisions, address separation etc.) were targeted �rst
to enhance the capability and scalability of Ethernet, but it still leaves the secu-
rity area as an open issue.

The plug and play Ethernet operation on a LAN has certain characteristics
that necessitate security services at Layer-2. According to [IEEE Std 802.10
(1998)], these characteristics on LANs are the nature of -

• Data Transmission

• Data Reception

• Address Assignment

• Geographic Dispersion

An Ethernet interface can transmit data to another interface on a LAN without
any controlled access. Also the receiver cannot identify the source from the trans-
mission. So any station can claim to be the sender, and hence it introduces two
types of threats: unauthorized resource use and masquerade [IEEE Std 802.10
(1998)]. When the data traverse on the shared link, any station on that link
can get it in promiscuous mode although the data are not addressed to it. Also
any station can change the protocol data unit which is never discovered at the
original recipient. These introduce another two threats: unauthorized disclosure
and data modi�cation [IEEE Std 802.10 (1998)]. Moreover, the Layer-2 address
assignments are �at in nature, so any address is valid on a LAN, which intro-
duces the same threats as the data transmission. When the LAN is dispersed
over vast geographic areas, in our opinion all of the above threats are possible,
although IEEE Std 802.10 has considered only unauthorized disclosure and data
modi�cation in this context, because unauthorized resource use and masquerade
are still possible. Also the network community has faced many well known at-
tacks on Layer-2 over the last several years and many of them can be laid into
the above general categories of threat. The most common attacks at Layer-2 are
[Vyncke & Paggen (2008), Ido Dubrawsky, (Cisco) (2004), Cisco Systems (2002),
Altunbasak et al. (2005), David Pollino and Mike Schi�man (2002)]-

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Poisoning:
Address Resolution Protocol is a Layer-2 protocol [Vyncke & Paggen (2008)] that
is used to discover any resources inside LAN. It actually maps the IP address to
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the Media Access Control (MAC) address of the system, and every system main-
tains this mapping in a table, called ARP cache. Whenever any system wants to
send an IP packet to the destination, at �rst it checks the ARP cache to discover
the physical address associated with the IP. If there is no entry for that IP address
inside the cache, the system broadcast the message with Layer-2 frame. On re-
ception, the original destination that owns the IP replies its MAC address in the
ARP reply message and stores the senders IP/MAC mapping in the cache. The
sender stores the requested IP/MAC mapping after receiving the ARP reply and
sends the IP packet directly to the destination using Layer-2 frame. The ARP
is a stateless protocol, which means any unsolicited ARP reply message received
by the receiver system is processed in the normal way. So the intruder can send
an unsolicited ARP reply message with a false IP/MAC mapping (i.e., target's
IP/own MAC) to a system for poisoning its ARP cache. Then, this poisoning
helps the intruder system to masquerade to the victim, which leads to unautho-
rized resource use and unauthorized disclosure of data.

MAC Cloning and Hijacking:
MAC address of the device can be easily changed by special operating system
commands or free softwares. So it is possible to clone the MAC address of the
target machine to masquerade, when the original machine is o�ine. Also it is
possible to send huge amount of ping type messages to the target machine to
block its operation for some time, and the attacker is able to hijack the IP/MAC
binding of the victim to masquerade in the network during that time.

Virtual LAN (VLAN) Hopping:
VLAN is used to separate tra�c of di�erent departments in an organization, so
that one department's tra�c could not accidently go to other departments. This
is the general security provide by the standardized method. If the switch forwards
tra�c from several VLANs, the switch port needs to be con�gured as trunk port.
Otherwise the port can only forward normal tra�c that belongs to default VLAN
(native VLAN). In this attack, the intruder emulates a switch with trunk port
in his machine [Ido Dubrawsky, (Cisco) (2004)], so it appears as a switch in the
LAN and could become member of all VLANs. So the attacker can masquerade
as a switch to capture data.

Double Encapsulated VLAN Hopping (a.k.a. 802.1Q Tagging Attack):
This type of attack is used to send malicious frames to a host in another VLAN.
When two bridges are connected directly to each other and they remain in na-
tive VLAN mode, then frames from a system of the native VLAN are stripped
by the ports before forwarding to the other end [Cisco Systems (2002)]. This
stripping feature can be used by the attacker to easily send malicious frames.
The attacker encapsulates the frame with two VLAN tags, where the outer tag
is the native VLAN tag and the inner tag is the target machine's VLAN tag. So
the �rst switch, on reception, strips the outer tag and forwards the frame with
inner tag to the other port. The other bridge in the other end sees the inner
tag and forwards the frame to the speci�c host in another VLAN, which leads to
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unauthorized resource use.

Private VLAN Attacks (a.k.a. Layer-2 Proxy Attack):
Private VLAN allows limited communication inside a VLAN, so ports in one
private VLAN cannot communicate with other ports in another private VLAN,
although they are in the same VLAN. Only the router can communicate to dif-
ferent private VLANs, but the router should be in the promiscuous port for
such communication, because ports in private VLANs can only communicate to
promiscuous ports. In this type of attack, the attacker sends a packet with desti-
nation IP address of the target host in another private VLAN, but provides the
destination MAC address of the router. So the router forwards the packet to the
speci�ed destination by rewriting the correct destination MAC address, which
provides unauthorized resource use.

Port Stealing:
In this type of attack, the attacker sends forged gratuitous ARP (unsolicited
ARP reply) messages with the target's MAC address as the source address of the
frame and his own MAC address as the destination address in the frame. If he
can continuously generate such frames to a bridge, the data frames intended for
the target user are forwarded to the intruder by the bridge. There could be a
race condition [Altunbasak et al. (2005)], because the target user also can send
frames through that bridge. So the intruder should be fast enough to generate
forged messages to steal the port. This attack leads to partial masquerading and
facilitates unauthorized disclosure of data.

Layer-2 based Broadcasting:
This type of attack can be generated with forged ARP replies. The forged mes-
sage binds the router's IP address to the broadcast MAC address inside the target
machine's ARP cache. So any outbound tra�c is broadcasted by the target ma-
chine, which enables sni�ng [Altunbasak et al. (2005)] and results unauthorized
disclosure of data.

Media Access Control (MAC) Flooding:
Every bridge binds the MAC addresses of the systems to its ports in a content
addressable memory (CAM) table to switch the frames in the correct LAN. It
gets the MAC information from the frames that it encounters through surrounded
links. This CAM table is �xed in size and can store certain amount of MAC ad-
dresses. If the bridge gets unlimited amount of new frames with di�erent MAC
addresses in a short period of time, it �oods every frame to all ports when the
CAM table is full. Hence, anyone in any link can capture the tra�c that is not
originally destined for their link. In this attack, forged gratuitous ARP messages
are used to �ood the CAM table to facilitate unauthorized disclosure of data.

Spanning Tree Root Hijacking:
Spanning tree protocol (STP) generates bridge protocol data units (BPDUs) to
build the loop-free tree topology inside a LAN. The bridge that contains the
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higher bridge priority (lower bridge ID) becomes the root bridge in the network
through the operation of STP protocol. So the attacker can generate false BP-
DUs with lower bridge ID to become the root bridge of the tree. Then all frames
traverse through the tree must go through the attacker system. To plot this at-
tack, the intruder needs to connect his system to two bridges. So unauthorized
resource usage facilitates unauthorized disclosure of data.

Random Frame Stress Attack:
This attack tries to violate the VLAN characteristics to facilitate VLAN hopping
attack using continuous �ow of frames, but with variable lengths and constant
source and destination addresses.

Denial-of-Service (DoS):
This type of attack is possible when the attacker inserts invalid MAC addresses
bounded with some valid IP addresses in the target machine's ARP cache. Then,
the target machine could not send the IP packet to the correct destination using
the MAC address in the cache.

Multicast Brute-force Failover Analysis:
The intruders try to analyze the vulnerabilities of the bridges through brute-force
method. They use a storm of layer-2 multicast frames to exploit the bugs.

Unauthorized Disclosure of Data due to Tra�c Analysis:
Tra�c analysis, itself, is not an attack. Network providers use it to monitor the
tra�c. So manufacturers provide the port monitoring option in the bridge. One
can con�gure a bridge port to monitor the tra�c between other speci�ed ports,
but if the attacker (may be a disgruntled employee) has physical access to the
bridge, he can use this feature to capture all data forwarded between other ports.

These threats have enjoyed rigorous analysis by the manufacturers in di�erent
ways [Altunbasak et al. (2005), Cisco Systems (2002), Vyncke & Paggen (2008),
Ido Dubrawsky, (Cisco) (2004), David Pollino and Mike Schi�man (2002)] and
many of the threats exist only in unsecured networks. Moreover, recently pub-
lished surveys [Steven Furnell (2004), Prashant Dewan and Larry Swanson and
Men Long (n.d.), Charles J. Kolodgy and Gerry Pintal and Brian E. Burke, (IDC)
(2008), Rajesh Bhandari and Ken Grewal and Pankaj Jha, (Intel) (2007)] depict
the rise of insider attacks in organizations. According to [Steven Furnell (2004)],
the approximate loss generated by insider abuse of Net access during 2000 to
2004 was 135 million US dollars, which was the topmost of all incidents at that
time. Also most IT professionals in these surveys considered internal threats a
greater security problem than the external threats in large organizations. We
know employees communicate through the LAN inside the organizations, where
the disloyal authorized user has direct access to the Layer-2 components. Hence,
the internal attacks to facilitate unauthorized disclosure of data primarily prior-
itize the need of Layer-2 security. Taking these into account, IEEE standardized
Media Access Control Security (MACsec, [IEEE Std. 802.1AE (2006)]) on 2006
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to provide a standard Layer-2 security, but they address the security through seg-
ment based solution, mainly to provide scalability and to allow tra�c analysis,
which leaves the frame in clear inside Bridges. For this reason, physical access to
the networking equipments in public places (i.e., access networks, Fig. 1.1) allows
the intruder to capture tra�c using port monitoring. So the evolvement of Ether-
net into the Metro network fuels the need for complete secure transmission from
source to destination in a great extent. If we consider from the Providers side,
then they need to securely transport the user frames from one edge to another
(Fig. 1.2).

Figure 1.2: User connection to edge bridge of Service Provider Network.

Furthermore, if we look at the stories of hacking into the widely deployed Au-
tomated Teller Machines (ATM) technology in public places, we can imagine the
degree of susceptibility of the bridges to attacks inside access networks (Fig. 1.1),
because the access networks are also deployed in public places. The ATM ma-
chines of the banks are widely implemented in streets, hospitals, airports, bars
or shopping malls etc. So there are huge strategies to hack the ATM machines.
If you google "ATM hacking", you can �nd numerous ways to hack the system.
Recently some of the attacks are demonstrated in a well known security confer-
ence [Black Hat (2010)]. Some sophisticated technologies used in attacks include
�rmware modi�cation, malware installation, false keyboard and pinhole camera
implementation, war dial and wireless based cell phone text message generation
[Kim Zetter, (WIRED) (2010), Tom Barlow (2010)]. In November 2008, some
hackers attacked a well known bank network. They cloned huge number of ATM
cards and withdrew approximately $9 million dollars [Center for Strategic and
International Studies, (CSIS) (2010)]. ATM attracts a large community of in-
truders because it gives raw cash, but the data in computer networks can also
hold bank transfers, di�erent kinds of on-line shopping orders, con�dential deals,
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sophisticated government information, public health or identity information to
name a few. So the capture capability of these numerous types of data from the
information superhighway may attract more intruders in the wide deployment of
Layer-2 networks. So Bridges in street cabinets, road side poles, roof of buildings
or other public places could be the prime target to capture tra�c in clear, when
the data are not protected by the users. In practical life, most users are not aware
of the information security, and it is very di�cult (can be seemingly impossible)
to educate them for their responsibilities to help protect the data [Russell (2002),
Siponen (2001)]. It is always hard to implement a successful security awareness
program, even inside the organizations [Russell (2002)], so it is totally impossible
for the providers to take the burden of information security awareness program
to educate the huge amount of users, because the general users are not bound
with liabilities or commitments. It is comparably more easier for the providers
to secure the user tra�c inside their networks. Ethernet based bridged provider
networks are emerging, so this is the right time to think about their security
issues. Based on the above description, one could certainly imagine the risks in
the large scale deployment of Ethernet, and also could clearly understand why it
is necessary to provide Layer-2 security. Hence, secure bridging is the important
topic for Ethernet based broadband providers.

1.3 Technical Approach

At this point, the readers have already understood the goal of this Thesis. So it
is time to describe the methodologies that we have used in our work:

⇒ Analysis & Study. At �rst the operations of the Layer-2 technology, in our
case the Ethernet, is explored, so that the impact of the security processes
can be clearly observed. Then, the analysis of the related standard security
mechanisms is performed to discover how they address di�erent problems
and what gaps are still present. At the same time, the study of the non-
standardized methods, mainly the study of research results achieved by
di�erent groups is completed to build a good background, so that the char-
acterization of a better solution can be accomplished for the existing gaps.
Finally, a set of requirements is generated based on our analysis of di�erent
methods to build the complete speci�cation for our design phase.

⇒ Design. In this phase of our work, the complete design of our security
mechanism is clearly speci�ed based on the requirements set of the previous
step, so that we can implement the prototype system to successfully evaluate
our security protocol. As we have targeted our security protocol for Layer.2,
the security system should completely operate on this layer. However, our
security protocol reaches to its �nal form through gradual improvement in
the idea and development. So we follow the same steps in our description
of the design.

⇒ Implementation & Evaluation. Although the real Ethernet functionalities
remain in the �rmware and hardware of the network interface cards or net-
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working equipments, we implement our proof of concept system both on
the simulation platform and on the Linux bridges to evaluate its feasibility
and functionalities. We take this direction of the implementation and eval-
uation process, because it is always better to do the feasibility study at the
software level instead of actual hardware implementation at the �rst place.

1.4 Summary of Contributions and the Impact

The main contribution of this Thesis is the security architecture for large scale
bridged networks, but this architecture does not come alone to secure the network.
To build such security system, we divide it in di�erent operational subsystems.
So there are three main subsystems in our design: key distribution mechanism,
authenticated key agreement protocol and secure data transmission protocol.

⇒ Key Distribution Mechanism: Our key distribution mechanism is a com-
bination of the existing port based network access control (IEEE 802.1X)
and the ID-based key distribution protocol. Actually, it is an extension of
802.1X-EAP authentication protocol to distribute the Key Generation Cen-
ter (KGC) generated ID-based secret keys to network devices (i.e., Bridges).
The combined solution provides the unique operation that initiates the nec-
essary environment to establish our security association through on-demand
key agreement. It simpli�es the key management complexities because it
depends on the already standardized authentication procedure of MACsec
(which is based on IEEE 802.1X). Also such combination brings �exibility
for the integration of our protocol in the Layer-2 devices, because MACsec
is developed for Layer-2 operations.

⇒ Authenticated Key Agreement Protocol : Our key agreement protocol is
built using the ID-based cryptography. We opt for the ID-based cryp-
tography because IEEE has already considered the secure device identity
[IEEE P802.1AR/D2.0 (2009)] for future evolution of the device identities.
In our protocol, we take advantage of the secure device identity for generat-
ing our ID-based secret keys to facilitate pair-wise secure communication.
Our key agreement protocol is an ID-based signature enabled mutually au-
thenticated two-pass protocol with key con�rmation. Authentication and
key agreement complexities and overheads are signi�cantly simpli�ed by
an on-demand authenticated key agreement mechanism. The integration
of our protocol parameters inside the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
messages eliminates any extra transmissions overhead, because existing key
agreement protocols require several message exchanges to build a security
association between communicating parties. This integration also brings
scalability, because the on-demand ID-based key agreement only requires
the interaction between the live communicating parties without any involve-
ment of the trusted third party. Moreover, we introduce a little hardware
change in our protocol by reusing the available MACsec security algorithms.
Hence, it provides great bene�ts (e.g., simplicity, scalability, on-demand
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mutual authentication and key con�rmation) with minimal modi�cations
inside the MACsec.

⇒ Secure Data Transmission Protocol : Our key distribution and key agree-
ment protocols help to establish the on-demand security association through
which we can securely transmit any data between the source and destina-
tion. We introduce new protocol identi�cation to separate our secure data
from other Layer-2 protocol data. It is necessary for the correct operation
of the security protocol, which is also provided in MACsec. The com-
ponents of our protocol data unit are almost similar to MACsec protocol
data unit, because we reuse the algorithms of MACsec in our secure data
transmission mechanism. We only extend the packet number �eld of MAC-
sec to increase the duration of non-exhausted replay protection operation
with single shared key. This extension allows us to operate on large scale
bridged networks without changing the shared key frequently. But in total,
we decrease one byte of the control information in protocol data unit com-
pared to MACsec, because we do not send point-to-point secure data any
more, we send edge-to-edge secure data. So the control information related
to point-to-point operation is eliminated without any operational hazard.
Our system transmits encrypted data over the network, so the intermediate
bridges also forward it in encrypted format. Hence there is no con�dential-
ity violation inside the bridges. Besides, the integrity of the transmitted
data is con�rmed by the integrity protect value attached to each frame.

Moreover, we evaluate security and delay/performance statistics of our secu-
rity architecture both on the simulation platform and the Linux soft-bridge plat-
form. So our contributions also include-

⇒ A simulation platform to measure the delay/performance introduced by our
secure data transmission compared to MACsec.

⇒ A Linux soft-bridge platform used to verify the edge-to-edge data con�den-
tiality, and to measure more realistic delay/performance statistics.

In addition we provide guidelines to use our security protocol in IPv6 enabled
network and also present the necessary operations for multicast communication.

Our Layer-2 security concept attracted researchers from University of Alcalá,
and they showed interest to integrate our solution in their MEDIANET and
EMARECE projects. So we integrated our security protocol in their simulation
platform to combine the security with Fast-path switching. The combined so-
lution provides secured fast-path with a little overhead. As we know security
always reduces some performance for cryptographic operations, the overhead we
encountered in the merged solution is very reasonable. Now we are preparing
publications on our solution.
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1.5 Outline of the Thesis

In this chapter, we introduce the gaps in the Layer-2 network and clearly state
the expediency of Layer-2 security. Also our objectives are justi�ed with real
world examples. The rest of the Thesis is organized in six chapters as follows:

Chapter 2 provides a summary of the Layer-2 technologies currently used in
the Ethernet network, and concisely describes the maturity of the Ethernet for
Carrier grade operation. In this way, we can get the clear idea of the Layer-2
operations.

Chapter 3 brie�y describes the standard and non-standard security protocols
related to this Thesis, and also elaborates the current limitations of the Layer-2
security mechanisms. Furthermore, It justi�es the need of secure bridging in large
scale Ethernet deployment and examines the operation principles of the existing
security protocols to identify the requirements for our solution.

Chapter 4 presents the complete design of our solution to secure layer-2 com-
munications inside the bridged provider networks, which is based on the design
speci�cation that we have determined through requirement generation. As we
gradually developed our protocol, this chapter follows the same steps in the pro-
tocol description.

In Chapter 5, the implementation of our protocol on both the simulation
platform and the Linux Bridge is described in details. Also the evaluation results
are clearly presented for each of our subsystems of the complete security solution.
Moreover, the performance comparison with other protocols and the feasibility
study are performed in this chapter.

Chapter 6 provides the guidelines to use our protocol in IPv6 enabled Ethernet
network. Moreover, it presents the required operations for multicast transmission.

In Chapter 7, we conclude our Thesis and specify future research directions
on this topic.
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Layer-2 is also called Data Link Layer in Open Systems Interconnection model
(OSI model) provided by International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
Mainly we encountered its operation inside the LAN during our daily digital
communication life. Also telecommunication network providers use this technol-
ogy for switching purposes. For this reason, Layer-2 is present in every networking
device of the network infrastructures and it helps us in seamless communication.

Nowadays, when we talk about LAN, we generally mean Ethernet because it
becomes the dominant technology for LAN. Other LAN technologies like Token
Ring, Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) and Attached Resource Computer
NETwork (ARCNET) are e�ectively becoming obsolete by Ethernet due to its
simple management, speed and lower cost. Moreover, the growing transition,
from circuit switched networks to gigabit Ethernets, enforced by the Network
providers allow them to o�er high bandwidth and cheap price to their customers.
The advent of virtual local area network (VLAN) makes the transition possible,
because now the providers can provide dedicated LANs to their customers over
the public Internet infrastructure. Besides, the dedicated broadband service like
Ethernet interfaced Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) modem and cable modem helps
the providers to reach the end users easily, and the arrival of gigabit Ethernet over
multiple optical �ber variants (e.g., 1000BASE-SX, 1000BASE-LX or 1000BASE-
ZX etc.) assists them to serve large geographic areas. Hence, Ethernet becomes
ubiquitous from home to provider networks. For this reason, our target �eld
comprises only Ethernet based networks, and we describe solely the Ethernet as
Layer-2 technology in this chapter. We also explain the operation methods of
Ethernet in Carrier network. In addition, we provide the description of VLAN
and Bridge, which helps to extend the LANs to build the Ethernet based access
network infrastructure in Metro area.

2.1 Ethernet II and IEEE 802.3

Ethernet was developed by Robert Metcalfe at Xerox in the 1970s, and later
Xerox joined with Intel and Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) to form the
DIX standard to promote Ethernet standard. Their combined e�ort introduced
the �rst version of Ethernet around 1980. There were other technologies (e.g.,
ARCNET) at that time to provide similar purposes, so the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) took the initiative to standardize the available
protocols and started to work with DIX standard, but they mainly put their e�ort
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to build a compatible standard for similar LAN technologies through IEEE 802.3
[Insam (2003)]. The DIX group independently continued their work to advance
the technology and released Ethernet II (version 2) in 1982. In this way, the
IEEE 802.3 Ethernet and DIX Ethernet II di�ered in their speci�cations until
1997, but they merged when IEEE decided to include the Ethernet II in their
speci�cation to take responsibilities for further improvement. Today, the widely
used Ethernet is the Ethernet II format.

2.2 Ethernet operations

Before digging into the details of Ethernet operation, we should describe brie�y
the Layer-2 sublayers. There are two sublayers in Data Link Layer of the OSI
model: Logical Link Control (LLC) and Medium Access Control (MAC).

2.2.1 Logical Link Control, LLC

The LLC provides services to the network layer independent of the underlying
LAN technology. So the upper layer clients do not require dealing with the
particular LAN operating under them. In this way the LLC narrows the visibility
of the higher layers into the speci�c lower layer features through abstraction, as
showed in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: LLC and MAC in Data Link Layer.

2.2.2 Media Access Control, MAC

The MAC layer provides LAN-speci�c access method, so it deals with speci�c
frame format. But it provides the common service interface to the higher layer
clients.
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When the data link layer supports Ethernet, it receives packets from the
network layer and slices them in data frames. It also adds the Layer-2 headers
at the front of each frame to facilitate the transmission, and calculates cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) over the data to attach at the back as a con�rmation
of the integrity for the recipient. In Ethernet II format, the Data Link Layer
provides total 12 bytes destination plus source headers, 2 bytes Type �eld which
explains what kind of upper layer data is attached as payload in the frame,
and 4 bytes CRC calculated over the data, as graphically shown in the Figure
2.2. In IEEE 802.3 Ethernet frame, there are extra 8/9 bytes of LLC plus Sub-
Network Access Protocol (SNAP) headers that facilitate the compatibility for
di�erent LAN technologies (e.g., Token ring, FDDI etc.). We do not describe
these headers in details, because they are out of scope for our target �eld of all
Ethernet network. Interested readers should consult [Seifert & Edwards (2008),
IEEE Std. 802.2 (1998)] for more information. The 2 byte Type �eld of Ethernet
II is used as Length �eld in IEEE 802.3 (Fig. 2.2). So we need a distinction
between type and length interpretation to understand the frame. It is quite easy
to di�erentiate the type and length, because Ethernet frame can carry maximum
1500 bytes payload which is less than 0x0600 in hexadecimal. For this reason, all
Type �elds are de�ned in the range of 0x0600hex - 0xFFFFhex.

Figure 2.2: Ethernet frame format.

The maximum Ethernet frame size is 1518 bytes, and the minimum size is 64
bytes. The constraint in maximum size limit was forced by the cost of memory in
1970s and the bu�er requirements of low cost LAN controllers [Seifert & Edwards
(2008)]. The minimum size is �xed for the restriction of Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Detect (CSMA/CD) algorithm used in Ethernet, because
it needs to ensure the detection of collisions on maximum length Ethernet. With
the help of this algorithm any station can sense the link before transmitting their
frame. If the link is idle, a station can immediately send the frame. On the other
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hand, when two or more stations, unaware of each other, start to send frame at
the same time, their transmission collide in the medium and a collision occurs. In
such event, all transmitters continue their transmission for a short period of time
(additional 32 data bits), so that every transmitter can get a higher voltage than
a single transmitter can generate alone. This is called jamming. After jamming,
each transmitter aborts the transmission, increments an internal variable to count
the attempts, and waits for a random period of time (backo� time) before trying
for another attempt. If continuous 16 attempts are performed by one station to
send a frame when collision occurs, the corresponding MAC discards that frame.
When the collision is occurred between two opposite end stations of the LAN,
the jamming signal (e�ect of collision) should propagate over the whole LAN to
reach to the collided stations. So the collision detection time is not greater than
twice the end-to-end propagation delay (a.k.a. round-trip propagation delay or
slotTime) [Stallings (2007)]. For this reason, the minimum size of the Ethernet
frame is �xed to 64 bytes to help CSMA/CD to allow collision detection prior to
end of transmission, because transmission duration of such minimum sized frame
gives the necessary time to propagate the e�ect of collision (if occurred near the
farthest station) all the way back to the sender.

As we mentioned earlier, the collision should generate higher voltage than any
single transmitter can generate, but if the transmitters reside in great distance, it
is possible that they could get very weak signals from each other and the added
signals do not exceed the collision detect (CD) threshold [Stallings (2007)]. To
overcome the problem, the IEEE restricts the coaxial cable length maximum
to 500m for 10BASE5 (a.k.a. thick Ethernet or original Ethernet) and 200m
for 10BASE2 (a.k.a. thin Ethernet or Cheapernet). Since the birth of Fast
Ethernet (100Mbps), the use of CSMA/CD is deprecated, because the stations are
microsegmented (no shared link) inside LAN to operate in full duplex mode, which
forms a star topology with multiport-switch, as depicted in Figure 2.3. Lower
cost of the cables and network switches allow us to build such infrastructure with
dedicated media connections. In full duplex mode, the MAC does not require
the CSMA/CD, because two way dedicated channels are present between two
systems. So access control is not necessary in full duplex, hence MAC only handles
frame generation and other necessary control jobs. Nowadays, every network
interface supports half duplex and full duplex mode for backward compatibility
and can switch automatically between these modes. We should exclusively use
the full duplex mode for gigabit Ethernet. Otherwise the performance will be
degraded. However, the general Ethernet technology does not provide any secure
functionality.

2.3 The role of Bridge inside LAN

The �rst available Ethernet Bridge is the DIGITAL LANBridge 100, which was
introduced in 1984 [Seifert & Edwards (2008)]. At the beginning, the Bridge was
used to connect shared segments, reduce the collision and extend the distance to
support more devices. Nowadays, it is used for dedicated media connections to
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Figure 2.3: Microsegmented bridge connection.

support full duplex and network extension.

2.3.1 The Bridge architecture, IEEE 802.1D

A normal Bridge implements the lower two layers of the OSI model, physical layer
and data link layer (including the sublayers- MAC and LLC). Each port of the
bridge mainly contains a physical layer entity and a MAC entity. The MAC entity
provides services to the LLC and other common upper layer entities (e.g., Bridge
Management, Spanning Tree Protocol, STP) through the MAC service interface
(MSI), as graphically shown in the Figure 2.4. This architectural model in the
Figure 2.4 is commonly called "baggy pants" model [Paul Bottor� and Panagiotis
Saltsidis (2008)]. However, the Bridge can support di�erent LAN technologies
in di�erent ports, as well as di�erent data rates, but the port and the attached
device should support similar MAC method and similar data rate. The Bridge
also contains a common relay entity, which integrates a Bridge address table. The
Bridge can perform its switching job properly through the address table that maps
the station addresses (globally unique 48 bit MAC address for each station) of the
LAN to bridge ports. This address table is located inside a content-addressable
memory (CAM) and this kind of memory uses the content as a key to retrieve
data associated with it. Actually the stored MAC address (48 bits) of a station
is used as a key, and the data portion contains the corresponding port number,
ageing and control information, which is 16 bits in total. So an entry for a station
inside the table is 64 bits wide, as describe in Figure 2.5. The port number inside
the CAM informs the bridge that the station is reachable through that speci�c
port. On the other hand, the valid and hit �ag (1 bit each) control the ageing
of the entry, and the static �ag marks the station address as static, which means
the mapping cannot be updated, aged, or removed from the table. The static
�ag is usually set to zero for normal station addresses.
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Figure 2.4: Bridge Architecture.

Figure 2.5: A CAM entry of the bridging table.

2.3.2 Bridge operations

At the early stage, the network administrator had to manually con�gure the
Bridge table to store the MAC addresses, but with the growth of the organi-
zations, this job became nightmare for them. If the organization had hundreds
or thousands of stations and many bridges, the manual work to con�gure the
Bridges was completely infeasible. Moreover, the Bridge table had to be updated
when a station moved from one place to another. Actually the learning capabil-
ity of the Bridge can be automated, so later version of the Bridge automatically
builds the CAM table by copying the source address of received frame into the
address table. It also puts the relevant port number in the corresponding �eld
and sets the valid and hit �ags (a.k.a. learning process). The valid and hit �ags
are controlled by the ageing process of the Bridge table. The ageing process typ-
ically stales an entry of the table in 5 minutes [IEEE Std. 802.1D (2004)]. It
operates as a continuous background process to inspect the whole address table
in cyclic order, and clears the hit and valid �ags of the table entries in successive
cycles. When a bridge receives a frame, it sets the valid and hit �ag, but the next
iteration of the ageing process clears only the hit �ag if it is set. If the hit �ag is
already clear, the ageing process clears the valid bit. So if any station does not
send any frame in two cycles of the ageing process, the entry for that station is
removed from the CAM entry (when both hit and valid �ag are zero). If a Bridge
receives another frame from a station while corresponding valid bit is set but hit
bit is clear, then the hit bit is set again by the learning process. The meaning of
the two bit combinations are stated in the Table 2.1.

Now we know what a Bridge does with the source address of a received frame.
It is time to explain the main job of the Bridge, forwarding the frame to the correct
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Table 2.1: Summary of the valid and hit �ag combinations for a CAM entry.

Valid Hit Comment

1 1 The Bridge recently receives a frame from the station. So the
learning process sets the �ags.

The hit �ag is cleared by the recent ageing cycle. If the hit �ag
1 0 is not set again by the learning process, the valid �ag will be

cleared in the next ageing cycle and the address will be aged out.
0 0 The address must be cleared from the table.
0 1 It never happens.

destination. The Bridge �rst looks up the CAM table to match the destination
address of the received frame with the stored entries. If it �nds the address in
the table, it sends the frame through the corresponding port. Otherwise, for
an unknown destination address, the Bridge �oods the frame (i.e., �ooding) to
all other ports except the received port. If the destination address of a frame
indicates the same port number in the CAM table from where the frame was
received, the Bridge silently discards the frame. This process is also known as
�ltering.

There are two popular methods for Bridge implementation, cut-through and
store-and-forward. In cut-through mode the Bridge starts to forward a frame
through the output port before the frame is fully received on the input port.
The store-and-forward is totally opposite in operation, it stores the whole frame
before forwarding it through the output port. It only seems that the cut-through
mode is a fast method to forward frames, but in reality it is not always fast. If
the output port is busy during the forward process, the frame needs to be stored
before forwarding, which is similar to store-and-forward operation. Moreover, if
an unknown destination is present in the frame, then all output ports must be
available for �ooding [Seifert & Edwards (2008)]. Otherwise, the Bridge needs
to store and then forward. Also we cannot immediately forward a frame without
knowing the type of the frame, so cut-through mode should wait for the reception
of �rst 64 bytes to con�rm that the frame is not a jamming signal. Besides, cut-
through mode forwards the frame without checking the CRC �eld. So it forwards
the frame although it contained errors. For this reason, IEEE does not support
such kind of Bridge operation. In store-and-forward mode, the CRC (a.k.a. frame
check sequence, FCS) is always checked before the Bridge starts to forward the
frame. The Bridge independently computes the CRC over the received frame and
con�rms the validity when the computed value matches with the received CRC
value. If the CRC is not valid, the Bridge discards the frame.

2.4 Virtual LAN, IEEE 802.1Q

With the operation of normal Bridge, we cannot separate the tra�c on the LAN.
So tra�c from one department of the Organization (e.g., �nance) can reach to
other departments (e.g., human resource, engineering, IT etc.) easily. Moreover,
native Ethernet does not support any security functionality, so any intruder from
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other department can sni� the tra�c and can get valuable information, although
the data are not generated for him. So VLAN [IEEE Std. 802.1Q (2003)] in-
troduces a basic protection feature by tra�c separation. In addition, it provides
some centralized control to the tra�c through a set of virtual switch operations
on a physical switch. It logically partitions the organization LAN to support
di�erent communities, but it requires some tag information to express the VLAN
assignment, so that the bridge can switch the tra�c according to the VLAN tag
(a.k.a. Q-tag or VLAN ID). For this reason, Ethernet supports extra 4 bytes
for tag information and the maximum size of the Ethernet frame becomes 1522
bytes, as described in the Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: VLAN frame format on Ethernet.

The 4 bytes VLAN ID is divided in two �elds, each consists of two bytes.
The �rst �eld is the VLAN protocol identi�er (VPID) and the second �eld is
the Tag Control Information (TCI). The VPID contains the value 0x8100hex,
which indicates that the frame is VLAN tagged. On the other hand, TCI is
subdivided in three sub-�elds: Priority, Canonical Format Identi�er (CFI) and
VLAN identi�er. The priority and CFI �elds help the interoperability of di�erent
LAN technologies (i.e., Ethernet, Token Ring etc.), because Ethernet does not
include any priority information and follows the Little Endian (canonical) bit
ordering, whereas Token Ring uses explicit user priority information and operates
with non-canonical (Big Endian) bit ordering. Besides these two �elds, the VLAN
identi�er �eld constructs the actual VLAN ID with the remaining 12 bits. It is
possible to generate 4096 unique VLAN ID by a 12 bit �eld, but 0xFFFhex is
reserved, and 0x000hex is used to indicate priority inside the LAN technologies
that do not have native priority capability [Seifert & Edwards (2008)]. So a
network can support 4094 VLANs.

2.5 Carrier grade Ethernet operations

Ethernet shows long operational history inside the Enterprise LAN, so circuit
switched transport networks in Carrier have support for customer Ethernet traf-
�c, because the providers need to transport the Enterprises' tra�c, and con-
versely, the Ethernet based LANs have the ability to work with di�erent types of
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Carrier networks. But di�erent operational methods between the data network
inside LAN and the transport network inside provider domain require a frame to
travel over di�erent technologies with protocol conversions. Moreover, di�erent
service providers support di�erent technologies, so they need to support multiple
technologies to connect their infrastructures. Besides, they need costly equip-
ments for the inter-provider connections in Metro Network, although their large
customer base are Ethernet depended and their data are dominantly generated
and consumed at the Ethernet based LANs. So in order to build a homoge-
neous transport network with the customer network, the networking industries
have pushed Ethernet into the Metro core. The rapid improvement in speed of
Ethernet also fueled such transition. The homogeneity of Metro Ethernet net-
work brings better quality/cost tradeo�, higher �exibility, less overhead, true
multipoint-to-multipoint connectivity [Rute C. So�a (2009)], better service inte-
gration, increased commoditization, and also signi�cantly reduces interworking
problems, management complexities and bandwidth bottlenecks.

The native Ethernet had several de�ciencies to become the standalone tech-
nology for the carrier network. So IEEE innovated and developed several stan-
dards to augment the maturity. The �rst improvement was introduced by VLAN
[IEEE Std. 802.1Q (2003)], although it was not actually introduced for Carrier
network. The tra�c separation for di�erent services through VLAN was �ne for
a single organization, but it found to be inadequate when several organizations
tried to use di�erent services with similar VLAN ID (a.k.a. customer VLAN tag,
C-tag) on the single provider network [Rafael Sánchez and Lampros Raptis and
Kostas Vaxevanakis (2008)]. Besides, 12 bit VLAN ID can generate 4094 unique
service instances, which is not su�cient for large network consisting hundreds of
thousands users with dynamic needs. So IEEE 802.1ad provider bridges (PB) are
introduced by IEEE 802.1 working group to add an additional service VLAN tag
(S-tag, a new Q tag) in-front of the 802.1Q tag [IEEE Std. 802.1ad (2005)], as
graphically described in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Q-in-Q introduced by the Provider Bridge.

This Q-in-Q approach separates provider's VLANs from organizations' VLANs
and hides the organizations' VLANs inside the provider network. The tra�c is
forwarded using the outer Q-tag inside the provider network. Hence, many or-
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ganizations can share the single provider network without any overlapping of
their identical VLAN IDs. As provider bridges do not add new MAC addresses,
when several provider networks interconnect through provider backbone network,
the bridges inside provider backbone should learn all customer MACs to switch
the frames correctly, which brings a new level of ine�ciency. For a Metro net-
work where million users could be present, the MAC learning for every system
is not a practical approach. For this reason, IEEE introduced provider backbone
bridges (PBB) [IEEE Std. 802.1ah (2008)], which encapsulate the provider net-
work frames with a set of new headers (MAC-in-MAC) including new backbone
VLAN tag (B-tag) and service ID (I-tag), as depicted in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: MAC-in-MAC encapsulation of the provider frames by PBB.

The 24 bit I-tag can identify approximately 16 million services and the new
VLAN tag allows provider bridges (PBs) to operate inside the PBB core. Only
the edge bridges in provider backbone need to be PBB enabled [Rafael Sánchez
and Lampros Raptis and Kostas Vaxevanakis (2008)], because the internal bridg-
ing are performed by PB enabled bridges, as shown in Figure 2.9. The PB bridges
treat the B-tag as S-tag and perform correct switching jobs inside the provider
backbone network, because the outer MAC addresses are treated as normal source
and destination addresses. As the PBB frames provide new headers, the incom-
ing frames from provider network remain intact, and such encapsulation reduces
the burden of MAC learning from outer provider networks, as graphically de-
scribed in Figure 2.9. Thus, the basic security is the tra�c separation by hiding
of information through encapsulation, but it does not provide any inherent con-
�dentiality or authentication feature.

Now we can summarize our observation on di�erent technologies described in
this chapter-

Ethernet provides best e�ort delivery mechanism, because it performs several
attempts when the link is busy, but it never retransmits any frame in case of
failure. Moreover, it has no integrated security features. Hence, link based Media
Access Control security was standardized by the IEEE 802.1 working group, which
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Figure 2.9: Transition of a frame during the transmission over all Ethernet net-
work.

is depended on IEEE 802.1X and IEEE 802.1AR for successful operations, as
mentioned in Chapter 1. We describe their operations in the next chapter.

The bridge learns about the MAC address of the user from the source address
of the received frame, but it stales an entry in each 5 minutes. When there is no
matching stored address in the CAM table, the received frame is broadcast by
the bridge to every other port.

Virtual LAN separates the broadcast regions. So whenever a host sends a
broadcast message, the frame is forwarded to every node under the same VLAN.
But unicast frames are only switched to the correct destination, so widely de-
ployed micro-segmented connections eliminate the chance of forwarding frames
on shared links.

When we observe the Figure 2.9 clearly, we �nd that every part of the customer
data including the layer-2 addresses are transported without any change. The
PB only adds a VLAN tag and the PBB encapsulates the whole provider frame,
but they do not remove any part of the original user data. On the other hand,
PB generated frames remain totally intact inside the encapsulation of the PBB,
so any service provided by the provider network remains untouched inside the
PBB network.





� 3. Cryptographic Protocols and Network Security

Mainly two types of cryptographic protocols are widely used in communication
systems: Symmetric and Asymmetric key based Cryptographic protocols. Before
the invention of public key (asymmetric) based solutions in 1970s, cryptography
was mainly handled in symmetric way, but nowadays more advanced solutions
require the combined operations to facilitate better security. In this section we
brie�y take a look in some current cryptographic protocols and standards related
to the network security and our thesis. Furthermore, we provide detailed de-
scription of several algorithms that are mainly used at our solution in the next
chapter.

3.1 Symmetric cipher mechanism

In symmetric key cryptography, the communicating parties exchange the same
secret in secure way, and then use that secret to encrypt and decrypt the transmis-
sion. If there are no public key based mechanisms involved in the key agreement,
the keys of the symmetric ciphers should be shared between the communicating
parties through out-of-band channel (e.g., by phone). This type of cryptogra-
phy can be divided in two categories, the stream cipher and the block cipher.
In stream cipher, a sequence of plaintext is inserted into the cipher mechanism,
which produces a corresponding ciphertext on the �y. In earlier stream ciphers
(like RC4), the secret key appends the initialization vector (IV) to randomize the
outputs for identical input messages. The IV is a �xed length value that increases
for each data processed by the cipher algorithm. Hence, identical plaintext never
converts to identical ciphertext unless the IV is same during the encryption. The
drawback of this kind of cipher system is the IV expiration which leads to easy
cryptanalysis. Although symmetric cipher works like a continuous process, tak-
ing one byte input to produce one byte output, the internal state of this kind of
cipher mechanism continuously changes during the data processing steps [Edney
& Arbaugh (2003)]. In this mechanism, the complete message is not required to
start the operation, and this feature makes it a perfect solution for voice encryp-
tion where the data is a continuous stream of sounds. For this reason, this kind of
cryptography is mainly used in mobile communication, and A5 is the widely used
algorithm in this sector, which is a triplet of algorithms- A5/1, A5/2 and A5/3
[Alex Biryukov (2003)]. We are not going to describe these algorithms because
they are out of the scope of the thesis.

25
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As the processing power of the computers are increased and costs are de-
creased, we are not in need of byte by byte operations, instead we could pro-
cess a large block at a time, which shifts the computer network industry in the
block cipher sector. Moreover, the invention of fast block ciphers (e.g., AES
[Bruce Schneier and Doug Whiting (2000)]), their convenient usage methods and
the instability of stream ciphers due to variety of construction procedures [Alex
Biryukov (2003)] stabilize the state of art of block ciphers. Block cipher takes
a �xed block of plaintext and produces the corresponding ciphertext of similar
length. The state of the cipher algorithm is not updated in block cipher mode,
instead the state is reset for each block before the processing of the data [Edney
& Arbaugh (2003)]. There are several modes of operation in cryptographic block
ciphers (e.g., Electronic codebook (ECB), Cipher-block chaining (CBC), Counter
(CTR) etc.), but the well know counter mode is used for widely accepted Ga-
lois/Counter Mode (GCM) operation [David A. McGrew and John Viega (2004)].
The main goal of the GCM invention was to develop a high speed non-proprietary
e�cient authenticated encryption mechanism that can be easily implementable
on hardware. The GCM can produce the ciphertext and the cryptographic signa-
ture at the single pass, and can operate with a throughput of 34Gbps [Yang et al.
(2005)]. Hence, it is suitable for high speed encryption/decryption with authenti-
cation tag. MACsec and National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
adopt the GCM algorithm for high speed security operations [David A. McGrew
and John Viega (2005), IEEE Std. 802.1AE (2006)]. It has two operating modes
for con�dentiality issues- authenticated encryption and authenticated decryption.

The encryption operation takes a secret key, a distinct IV of arbitrary length
(recommended length is 96 bits for critical applications), a plaintext and an addi-
tional authenticated data to produce a ciphertext (equal length of the plaintext)
and an authentication tag. On the other hand, the decryption operation takes
key, IV, authenticated data, ciphertext and tag, and outputs either the plaintext
incase of success or returns FAIL incase of failure. The additional authenticated
data (like addresses, ports or protocol version etc.) are used for the protection of
information and transmitted in clear. In Figure 3.1, the incr function takes the
IV as input (not present in the picture for simplicity) to produce the successive
counter values for encryption blocks. The EK represents the block cipher encryp-
tion with key K, and multH is the multiplication in Galois Field with the hash key
H. The output of the block cipher encryption is bitwise XORed with the block of
the plaintext to produce the corresponding ciphertext block. The authenticated
data is multiplied in multH at the beginning, and the result is bitwise XORed
with the �rst block of the ciphertext to produce the next input for the multH.
If there is no more plaintext to encrypt, the result of the last multH is bitwise
XORed with the concatenated result of the lengths of Authenticated data (Ad)
and the Cipher text (Ct). Then, the result goes through multH another time,
and �nally the output of the last multH is bitwise XORed with the output of the
�rst cipher encryption block to produce the authentication tag, as graphically
described in the Figure 3.1. The hash key H is derived from the secret key K
and used in both message authentication and IV processing, which reduces the
key storage requirements.
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The decryption operation uses the same architecture presented in Figure 3.1,
but the only di�erence is that we have to insert the ciphertext instead of the
plaintext. The di�erence is presented in Figure 3.2

Figure 3.1: Encryption operation and authentication tag generation in GCM.

Figure 3.2: Di�erence between encryption and decryption operation of GCM.

3.2 Asymmetric cipher mechanism

The advancement in the network security world that we have witnessed in last
two decades (after the birth of Internet) would have not been possible without
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the involvement of public key cryptography. Mainly this kind of cryptography
opens the door of the computer technology in every sector of human transactions,
ranging from �nancial transactions to exchange of business information, service
provisions, just to mention a few. It helps to distribute the secret key over the in-
secure channel, even on the presence of eavesdropper, which signi�cantly reduces
the key distribution hurdle and uplifts the private communication. Moreover, the
digital signatures that solely based on the public key systems ensure the authen-
ticity of the sender. As you already know from the title of this thesis that we
use ID-based security architecture, so if we try to di�erentiate in respect of iden-
tity related operations (not mathematical), we could divide the public key based
systems in two categories: Non-ID based public key mechanism and ID-based
mechanism.

3.2.1 Non-ID based public key cryptography

This type of cryptography is the old asymmetric cipher and until now the widely
used public key cryptographic mechanism. The �rst concept was developed by
Di�e and Hellman in 1976 [Di�e & Hellman (1976)], who were in�uenced by
the concept of Ralph C. Merkle [Merkle (1978)]. Later the independent invention
of Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (RSA, [Rivest et al. (1983)]) was a major leap
forward in the history of public key cryptography, which is a practical solution
suitable both for encryption and signature generation. Although not recognized
as the inventor of encryption algorithm used in RSA, Cli�ord Christopher Cocks
invented the same algorithm several years before the invention of RSA, but the
information was only revealed in the late 1990s due to the top-secret classi�-
cation of UK intelligence agency [Cocks (2004), Wayner (1997)]. Some other
notable inventions in this area are- ElGamal [ElGamal (1985)] and Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) [Koblitz (1987)]. ElGamal's work depended on the theoret-
ical aspect of Di�e-Hellman, whereas Elliptic Curve Cryptography was totally a
di�erent concept using the algebraic structure of elliptic curves over �nite �elds.
ECC requires smaller key size compared to RSA, which provides great advantages
in key storage issue. NIST publishes the algorithm security lifetime depending
on the key sizes, where ECC provides su�cient security level with 224 bits until
2030, but RSA requires 2048 bits to guarantee same security level [Barker et al.
(2006)]. Both algorithms have advantage and disadvantages- ECC needs fewer
resources than RSA during signing, on the other hand RSA requires less resources
during veri�cation [Max Pritikin (2007)]. RSA has more hardware support than
ECC because it is already deployed successfully in various systems, but ECC
operates twice faster than RSA, consumes low power and requires smaller area
due to its shorter key lengths. For this reason, it is suitable for embedded sys-
tems [Sakiyama et al. (2006)] and the transport cost related to key distribution
is very low in ECC based systems. So ECC is supported in most of the recent
cryptographic protocols ([IEEE Std. 802.1AE (2006), IEEE P802.1X-REV/D4.5
(2009), Fu & Solinas (2007)).

In such systems, every user has a private/public key pair. The private key is
kept secret to the user, while the public key is transmitted over the network to the
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other side of the communication channel. The sender needs to store the public key
of the receiver to securely transmit the data using the key, so that the receiver can
decrypt the secured data using his private key. Except the private key, no other
key can decrypt a secured data when the data is encrypted with the public key.
On the other hand, when the data is encrypted using the private key for sending
to a destination, the destination can decrypt the data if he holds the public key of
the sender. This guarantees authenticity and integrity, because only the sender
knows his private key to encrypt the frame. So each pair should transmit their
public keys to the other side before the actual two-way secure data transmission
starts. To verify the authenticity of the received public key, the receiver must
communicate to a trusted third party (i.e., certi�cate authority, CA), who can
validate the key using the associated certi�cate. Actually a certi�cate binds the
public key to its owner and the binding is validated by the digital signature of
the certi�cate authority. Also the entities could possess the public key of CA to
verify the digital signature of the CA.

The Internet Protocol Security (IPsec, [Kent & Seo (2005)]) is the widely
used security protocol in networking industry, which uses this kind of public key
cryptography. It operates either in pre-shared key based manual con�guration
mode or Internet Key Exchange (IKE) based automatic mode. We give more
details about IPsec in Section 3.8.

3.2.2 ID-based public key cryptography

The term, ID-based Cryptosystems and Signature schemes, was �rst coined by
Adi Shamir, one of the authors of RSA in 1984. In ID-based cryptography, the
public key of the user is depended on some public information related to his
identity (e.g., email address, IP address, MAC address or speci�c protocol in-
formation etc.). So the receiver does not need to store the public key of the
sender, because it can be generated on-demand from the public information of
the sender. Hence, no key sharing and key storing are required for such cryptosys-
tems. Also there is no need to communicate with the trusted third party during
the two-party communication. The sole purpose of the trusted third party is to
give each system some personalized parameters when it �rst joins the network
[Shamir (1984)].

Although Shamir provided the concept, he was only able to implement the
signature scheme, because there was no advanced cryptosystems at the time that
can facilitate Identity-based operation. So he encouraged the community to put
e�ort on the topic in his historical paper [Shamir (1984)]. It took more than 15
years to provide the practical solution for such cryptosystems and �nally, Boneh
and Franklin solved it with pairing operation on elliptic curves in 2001 [Boneh &
Franklin (2001)]. This solution of pairing based encryption ignites the research
community to upgrade the ID-based cryptosystems very quickly. The following
year Smart proposed the ID-Based authenticated key agreement protocol [Smart
(2002)], which had a security vulnerability called full forward security (de�nition
is provided later in Section 3.9). This vulnerability was addressed by Shim in 2003
[Shim (2003)]. However, Shim's protocol did not cover man-in-the middle attack
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(Section 3.9), which was pointed out by [Sun & Hsieh (2003)]. There are numerous
research papers available [Paulo S. L. M. Barreto (2009)], where most of the
researches mainly focus on the computation simplicity and hardware feasibility.
Also IEEE includes the ID-based cryptography in their Standard Speci�cations
For Public-Key Cryptography under the IEEE P1363 Working Group [The IEEE
P1363 (2005)], but it is still in premature level.

ID and non ID-based public key supported security protocols provide di�erent
security services, and ensure several security properties. Each protocol descrip-
tion in this chapter contains its security properties and services, so that we can
�nally summarize them in the next Chapter (Ch 4) to identify the requirements
for our solution.

3.3 Layer Two Tunneling Protocol (L2TP)

The Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) is a combination of the best features of
Cisco's Layer 2 Forwarding (L2F) and Microsoft's Point-to-Point Tunneling Pro-
tocol (PPTP) [Cisco (n.d.a)]. It actually helps to create virtual private networks
(VPNs) over the telephone network and the Internet, so that di�erent protocols
and private/public IP addresses can be tunneled on dial-up access. The main goal
of the L2TP is to generate a tunnel between L2TP access concentrator (LAC) and
L2TP network server (LNS), so that the PPP frames can be transmitted between
a remote user or LAC client and a LNS [Townsley et al. (1999)], as graphically
shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Typical L2TP scenario.

When a remote user wants to connect to his home network or corporate
network, he initiates a point-to-point (PPP) connection to his Internet Service
Provider (ISP). The LAC then partially authenticates the remote user with the
help of Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) server. The LAC
and the LNS should authenticate each other before propagating any L2TP mes-
sages. So when the authentication is successful for a remote user, the LAC (if
LAC and LNS are authenticated to each other) strips of the layer-2 portion of
the remote user frame, and forwards the data to LNS with a L2TP encapsula-
tion. If the LAC and LNS are not authenticated to each other, the LAC initiates
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the authentication procedure to the LNS when it encounters the PPP connec-
tion message from the remote user. So the user authentication by the LAC and
the authentication between LAC and LNS could be done simultaneously. L2TP
improves scalability and �exibility by tunneling di�erent protocols by L2TP en-
capsulation, and reuses existing infrastructure with multi-hop support, because
LAC and LNS generally reside far away.

Although L2TP contains the term Layer-2, it is actually a session protocol and
it does not include any encryption or integrity protection mechanism for control
and data packets. [Cisco (n.d.b)]. Hence, it is not suitable for complete Layer-2
security operation. Moreover, the IPsec tunnel mode totally replaces the L2TP
for the IP based network.

3.4 EAP-TLS/EAP-TTLS and EAPOL

Extensible authentication protocol (EAP) is a �exible authentication framework
that supports multiple authentication methods [Aboba et al. (2004)], and can
transport proprietary/non-proprietary EAP method data, which implements the
authentication process. The EAP provides on-demand agreement of the authen-
tication mechanism without any pre-negotiation, but the end-parties should sup-
port at least a common authentication mechanism. Otherwise, it is not possible
to authenticate the user system. In the EAP realm, the user system is called
the supplicant, the switch or access point is called the authenticator and the au-
thentication server authenticates the supplicant. So if there is no authentication
server (AS) in the network, the authenticator should implement the basic au-
thentication functionalities. However, the operation with the AS is not de�ned
in [Aboba et al. (2004)], it only describes the authentication mechanism between
the supplicant and the authenticator. Generally, the authenticator initiates the
authentication procedure by requesting the supplicant, as shown in Figure 3.4.
If the request is valid, the supplicant responses to the authenticator and then
several request/response messages are exchanged between the supplicant and the
authenticator. They exchange their authentication parameters, and when the
authenticator successfully authenticates the supplicant, it sends an EAP-success
message, as graphically shown in the Figure 3.4. EAP operates in a �lock step�
process, that means the requester could not request additional parameters if it
does not receive the response of its last request. The only exception is the initial
request, which starts the protocol.

EAP is link based, that means EAP operates between the physically connected
authenticator and the supplicant. This communication is totally independent
of the communication between authenticator and AS, because the AS could be
placed inside the organization network. The authenticator communicates with the
AS through another authentication mechanism and it is completely dependent on
the organization policy. Typically the communication between the authenticator
and the AS is performed over RADIUS. However, actual EAP provides only the
message format to carry the negotiated authentication parameters, so any proto-
col that wants to use EAP should provide the encapsulation procedures of EAP
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Figure 3.4: EAP communication between the supplicant and the authenticator.

packets. There are already huge numbers of method available (like EAP-TLS,
EAP-TTLS, EAP-MD5 etc.), but the widely used and most secured EAP-method
is the Extensible authentication protocol - Transport layer security (EAP-TLS).
It provides mutual authentication, integrity protected ciphersuite negotiation and
key exchange between the communicating peers [Simon et al. (2008)]. The main
drawback of this technique is that it requires a valid certi�cate in each system,
which brings complexities in large scale key management. So to overcome this
drawback, Extensible Authentication Protocol Tunneled Transport Layer Secu-
rity (EAP-TTLS) [Funk & Blake-Wilson (2008)] replaces the certi�cate require-
ment by password base authentication procedure. So to authenticate a system,
the receiver does not need to communicate to a trusted third party (Certi�cate
Authority, CA) and the organizations do not need to put certi�cate in each user
system.

On the other hand, EAP over LAN (EAPOL) facilitates EAP operation over
LAN and it has its own encapsulation method. The actual EAP-method data
(e.g., EAP-success/failure) is conveyed inside EAP-method frame and the EAP-
method frame indicates the type of the encapsulated method data (e.g., noti�-
cation, authentication exchange etc.). Then this EAP-method frame is encapsu-
lated inside an EAP-packet, as described in Figure 3.5. The EAP-packet could
be request, response, success, failure or other kind of packet, depending on the
overlying technology. If the EAP-method data contains a success result of an
authentication exchange, then the EAP packet indicates the success type by the
code �eld in the packet header, but EAP-success packet does not contain any
EAP data �eld.
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Figure 3.5: EAPOL encapsulation.

Finally, EAPOL encapsulates the EAP packet. An EAPOL packet contains
version, type, length and packet body, as depicted in the Figure 3.6. The EAP
packet is stored in the EAPOL packet body. The version contains the EAPOL
protocol version that the sender supports and there are currently �ve packet
types available: EAP-Packet (Hex value "00"), EAPOL-Start (Hex value "01"),
EAPOL-Logo� (Hex value "02"), EAPOL-Key (Hex value "03") and EAPOL-
Encapsulated-ASF-Alert (Hex value "04") [Geier (2008)]. When the EAPOL
encapsulates a EAP packet, the type contains 0x00hex. On the other hand,
EAPOL-Start is used by a system when it wants to access a network and the
Logo� is used when the system wants to exit from the network. EAPOL-Key
is an optional feature, and it transports the keys between the supplicant and
the authenticator if the overlying technology wants to do so. The EAPOL-
Encapsulated-ASF-Alert helps the supplicant to send some status messages to
the other side of the authenticator (typically to a protected network) although
the authentication procedure by the authenticator is not completed. However,
the length is a 2 byte �eld and it de�nes the length of the packet body. The
packet body can hold di�erent types of EAPOL packets as described by the type
�eld in the header.

Figure 3.6: EAPOL packet structure.

3.5 Secure Device Identity, IEEE 802.1AR

A secure device identi�er is a cryptographically bound identi�er of the device. So
this identi�er can be used to authenticate the device, and it can help the network
administrator to set appropriate policies for the device inside the network. Ac-
cording to [IEEE P802.1AR/D2.0 (2009)], every network interface should be man-
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ufactured with a secure Device Identi�er (DevID) module that contains Manage-
ment interface, Service interface, Asymmetric cryptography (RSA/ECC), Ran-
dom Number Generator (RNG), Hash Algorithm (SHA-256) and Storage Compo-
nents, as shown in Figure 3.7(a). The Storage component stores all cryptographic
keys and certi�cate credentials including the credential chain up to root creden-
tial (manufacturer's root certi�cate credential). The DevID secret installed by
manufacturer are called Initial Secure Device Identi�er (IDevID), which is either
the secret portion of the RSA or the ECC.

Figure 3.7: Secure Device Identity components and hierarchy.

When a user starts his device, it automatically authenticates itself to the
manufacturer's Certi�cate Authority (CA) through the already embedded secret
DevID, and stores certi�ed credentials in Storage component. On the other hand,
the Locally-signi�cant Secure Device Identi�er (LDevID) is generated locally by
the DevID module on Network Administrator's request. Hence, a Certi�cate
Signing Request (CSR) is issued to the Local CA (i.e., provider's CA or enter-
prise's CA), as graphically shown in Figure 3.7(b). When Local CA replies with
the signed certi�cate credentials, the DevID module stores it in storage compo-
nent. The LDevID (cryptographically bind to IDevID) is used as device identi�er
in the LAN. If there is no LDevID, the IDevID works as device identi�er although
it is not recommended to use directly.

The DevID module must provide all components of Figure 3.7(a) to support
cryptographic operations to generate/verify the secure device identi�er. So the
cloning of the device identi�er (e.g., MAC address) is not possible to launch an
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attack. Actually this secure device identity will help the IEEE 802.1AE and IEEE
802.1X to authenticate a device for appropriate resource utilization (described in
the following sections). The DevID module must be manufactured as a tamper-
proof module.

3.6 Port based Network Access Control, IEEE 802.1X

The 802.1X forces a MAC port to get successful authentication before the actual
access to the resources are provided to that system. So it controls the access to
the network. If the authentication is not successful, then the authenticator does
not allow the user to use any services. For example, in Figure 3.8, if the user
can authenticate to the AS, then the bridge allows him to use service provider
supported services (e.g., Internet, data storage etc.). Otherwise, it blocks the
user to do any operation at the ingress bridge.

Figure 3.8: Higher level operations in 802.1X: successful and unsuccessful au-
thentication scenarios.

It uses the EAPOL protocol to authenticate the user system before giving ac-
cess to the network, but it requires mutual authentication capabilities to ensure
the authenticity of both communicating parties (supplicant and AS). For this
reason, the default EAP-method speci�ed in the 802.1X is the EAP-TLS both
for supplicant and for the authenticator when it supports the secure device iden-
tity (IEEE802.1AR). The initiation of the EAPOL could be done either by the
authenticator or the supplicant. When the supplicant starts up his device, the
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link goes up. So the authenticator can directly send an EAP-request message or
the supplicant can send the EAPOL-start message to initiate the protocol. If the
supplicant receives the EAP-request message from the authenticator at the begin-
ning, it does not generate any EAPOL-start. Otherwise, when it does not receive
any EAP-request, it could generate the EAPOL-start to notify the authentica-
tor about its intention. The actual EAP process starts when the authenticator
sends the EAP-request message. The supplicant can generate an EAPOL-start
whenever it wants to do a new authentication. So when the authenticator re-
ceives an EAPOL-start from the supplicant, it immediately starts a new EAP-
authentication mechanism through EAP-request. Then the authenticator simply
passes through the EAP method data between the supplicant and authenticator,
but to do so the authenticator should already generate a separate authenticated
channel with the authentication server, typically by RADIUS, as graphically de-
picted in Figure 3.9. Then the AS and the supplicant exchange their identity,
public key, certi�cate (802.1AR DevID) through several request/response mes-
sages, and also negotiate the cipher mechanism to complete the authentication
process. The tra�c between the supplicant and the authenticator is encapsulated
in EAPOL packet, whereas the tra�c between the authenticator and the AS is
encapsulated in RADIUS packet. Finally, the AS sends the EAP-success to the
supplicant if the authentication goes correct. Otherwise, EAP-failure is passed to
the supplicant. The AS also sends a Master Session Key (MSK) to the supplicant
on success. This MSK is called EAP-MSK in 802.1X. The authenticator also gets
the same MSK from the AS through RADIUS supported secure tunnel.

Figure 3.9: EAPOL and RADIUS based 802.1X authentication.
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In port based network access control, the bridge or the authenticator has two
logical ports: controlled and uncontrolled ports, as shown in the Figure 3.10.
The controlled port is initially opened, so that no data can go through it, and
the uncontrolled port only allows EAPOL frames. Hence, the user cannot use
any other resources without the EAP authentication. When the AS sends the
EAP-success to the supplicant, the authenticator enables the controlled port for
the user system and allows the user to access the network resources through the
controlled port.

Figure 3.10: Port authorization state in 802.1X.

This standard also supports the key generation methods to provide the pair-
wise key for MACsec operations. After the successful authentication both sup-
plicant and authenticator have the MSK, so they individually generate a connec-
tivity association key (CAK) from the MSK. The CAK is identi�ed by a name,
which is called CAK Name (CKN). The algorithm logic to generate the CAK and
CKN are described in Figure 3.11, where '|' denotes concatenation of the octet
strings.

Figure 3.11: CAK derivation from EAP-MSK.

The Key Derivation Function (KDF) is a pseudorandom function, which is by
default Advanced Encryption Standard - Cipher-based Message Authentication
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Code (AES-CMAC) [Lily Chen (2009)]. The mode of this AES-CMAC is di�erent
for 128 and 256 bit output, and they are AES-CMAC-128 and AES-CMAC-256
to generate 128 and 256 bit key respectively. Now, both the supplicant and the
authenticator have the CAK, so they are in the same Connectivity Association.
For this reason, they can easily generate two further keys: Integrity Check Value
(ICV) Key (a.k.a. ICK) and Key Encryption Key (KEK). The CAK is never used
directly in any communication, which brings long lifetime for the key. Hence,
new connectivity association could be done very rarely. The algorithm logic to
generate such keys are depicted in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: KEK and ICK derivation from CAK.

Finally, the authenticator randomly generates the security association key
(SAK) for secure communication in MACsec. Then, it encrypts the SAK with
recently generated KEK and integrity protects it with ICK to send it securely
to the supplicant. On reception, the supplicant can check the integrity and can
decrypt the key. Now both supplicant and authenticator have the same SAK in
their possession, so they can encrypt any data in point-to-point communication.
When the group security is needed, the bridge creates individual connectivity
association to each member of a shared medium to individually send the same
SAK. These individual connectivity associations are supported by virtual ports
inside a physical port of a bridge, because it is recommended only inside the
Bridge ports for easy management of the Bridged network. So at a given time, one
user system can reside either in a group or in a point-to-point secure association
with the Bridge, both types of security are not possible simultaneously between
two systems, because one MAC address cannot represent two virtual ports at
the same time. These guidelines of group key generation are provided only for
backward compatibility, but we have already mentioned in Section 2.2.2 that the
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current Layer-2 network topology is microsegmented (i.e., star topology). So we
do not go through the description of group key generation procedures.

The 802.1X encapsulates the EAPOL packet in new type of Ethernet frame,
because the frame containing the EAPOL should reach to all members of the
LAN. The IEEE assigned one of the unused IEEE 802.1D Spanning Tree group
address to 802.1X protocol [Geier (2008)] for the destination address �eld, which
is 01:80:C2:00:00:03 hex, and the new Ethertype is 888E hex, as shown in
Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Ethernet frame format for EAPOL transport.

3.7 Media Access Control Security (MACsec), IEEE
802.1AE

The Media Access Control Security (MACsec) targets connectionless data in-
tegrity, data origin authenticity, con�dentiality and replay protection. Also it
limits the nature of denial of service attacks. Mainly it describes encoding mech-
anisms of the secure frame, incorporation of the secure entity in systems and
operations of the supported secure services. The point-to-point security asso-
ciation is generated by the 802.1X, so the job of MACsec is to take advantage
of this security association to perform secure communication. The MACsec de-
�nes the frame format (Figure 3.14), and includes necessary security parameters
(e.g., secure channel identi�er, association number, packet number, Ethertype
etc.) inside a new header �eld called SecTAG to identify the appropriate security
association. Also it de�nes an ICV �eld after the payload, which guarantees the
integrity and authenticity of the frame. Moreover, it de�nes the encryption/de-
cryption and integrity protection/veri�cation processes of the payload to ensure
the point-to-point communication security. Thus, the main components of the
MACsec Protocol Data Unit (MPDUs) are-

• A Security TAG (SecTAG)

• Secure Data and

• ICV

The SecTAG includes necessary information for the recipient, like new Ether-
Type for MACsec (88E5 hex), TAG control information (TCI), secure channel
identi�er (SCI), association number (AN), short length (SL) and packet number
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Figure 3.14: MACsec frame format.

(PN), as shown in Figure 3.15. The new Ethertype helps to di�erentiate the
MACsec frame from other Ethernet frames. The version number is the part of
TAG control information which de�nes the current version of MACsec (current
value is 0). The TCI contains other values that combinedly de�nes the frame
status, like the frame is only integrity protected or con�dentiality plus integrity
protected etc. The secure channel identi�er (SCI) is generated by the concatena-
tion of MAC address and port number. Then the SCI is concatenated with the
2 bit association number (also separately present in SecTAG) to form a secure
association identi�er (SAI). When the user system builds the secure association
(SA) by generating the SAK, then both systems individually generate the SAI for
that SA. The inclusion of 8 byte SCI in the SecTAG is optional and only required
when the link is shared between several systems. For the microsegmented topol-
ogy, the SecTAG always removes the SCI, because it can determine the SCI from
the source address. Hence, SecTAG is always 8 byte between microsegmented
user system and the bridge. The short length (SL) �eld indicates the secure data
length in bytes. If the secure data length is more than 48 bytes, then it is consid-
ered as long frame and SL is set to zero. The PN de�nes the packet number in a
sequential order and it is used as the unique IV for the cryptographic operations.

Figure 3.15: SecTAG frame format.

The MACsec uses the GCM algorithm to generate the secure payload and
the ICV. The SAK is used in the place of K in Figure 3.1. The concatenation
of the destination address, source address and the SecTAG is provided as the
AuthData. The 96 bit IV is inserted to the incr function that comprises 64 bit
SCI plus 32 bit PN. After successful computation, the GCM outputs the cipher
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text (i.e., secure data) and the authentication tag (i.e., ICV). The default ICV
length is 16 bytes for MACsec supported AES-GCM cipher suite, but it can be
8 byte depending on the underlying cipher suite.

3.8 Internet Protocol Security (IPsec)

IPsec as its name implies, enables the secure communication at the IP layer.
Similar to MACsec, IPsec needs to establish �rst a security association between
the communicating entities, which in turn helps the entities to agree the cipher
mechanism, secret key, header and so forth. The SA is generated through two
step process of Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol. The �rst one is Internet
Security Association and Key Management Protocol (ISAKMP) SA, which is
similar to connectivity association (not in functionality, but in general concept)
of 802.1X. The second step generates the actual IPsec SA that helps to get the
encryption and authentication keys, which is similar to SA of MACsec. The
ISAKMP operates in three modes: Main mode, Aggressive mode and Base mode.
Themain mode requires six message exchanges to build the initial SA under which
the actual SA is generated. The initiator sends a proposal to the responder about
the encryption and authentication algorithm that the initiator wants to use, as
shown in Figure 3.16. The responder responds its answer about the selected
algorithm. Then the initiator sends the public key and nonce value to setup a
secure channel through Di�e-Hellman algorithm. The responder also replies its
key and nonce. So, both can individually generate a shared secret by combining
their own private key and the peer's public key.

Figure 3.16: IKE phase-1 Main mode message exchange.

Finally, the initiator sends the encrypted ID and a keyed hash value to provide
his authentication information. The hash represents the authentication token and
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the liveness of the communication, because it is generated through the shared se-
cret and nonces over the ID and payload of the message exchange. The responder
also replies its encrypted ID and a keyed hash value. So the ISAKMP is estab-
lished between the communicating entities. The drawback of this proposal is the
ID transmission at the last message exchange from both sides, because all cryp-
tographic computations are done before this last transmission. So both sides can
do unnecessary computations although the initial proposal or the reply does not
come from a valid machine. After the last ID transmission, the valid side can
terminate the negotiation if the other side is not valid or known. Hence, it does
not prevent from denial of service (DoS) attack.

The aggressive mode reduces the message exchanges of ISAKMP for those
systems, where the identity protection is not required, but performance needs to
be high. So it generates the initial SA through three message exchange. The
initiator sends the SA proposal with its key, nonce and ID, as described in Fig-
ure 3.17. The responder selects one algorithm and replies its key, nonce, ID and
the keyed hash value. On reception, the initiator veri�es the hash of the respon-
der and generates its own hash. Finally, it can send the hash in encrypted or
unencrypted format. There is no ID protection in this mode, because the ID
is sent when there is no cryptographic negotiation between the peers. Also the
initiator can �ood the responder with fake ID and public keys to perform the
resource intensive Di�e-Hellman public key generation, which facilitates DoS.

Figure 3.17: IKE phase-1 Aggressive mode message exchange.

The Base mode addresses the problems of the previous two modes without
ID protection. It provides four message exchanges, as shown in Figure 3.18. At
�rst, the initiator sends the proposal, ID and nonce. The responder replies with
the same. Finally, the initiator provides the public key and keyed hash value
and the responder replies the same. It prevents the DoS, because the key is not
generated before the hash is transmitted. Both the key and the hash go in the
same message, so the other side can verify the hash before generating its own key.

In these three modes of ISAKMP, the hash can be replaced by a digital signa-
ture, if both parties want to use so, but such operation requires the inclusion of
an additional certi�cate payload �eld with the signature, so that the other side
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Figure 3.18: IKE phase-1 Base mode message exchange.

can successfully �nd the correct public key to verify the signature. Moreover, the
other side can communicate to a trusted third party to verify the authenticity of
the certi�cate. If two parties use the pre-shared key, then the nonce is encrypted
with the pre-shared keys, but the number of message exchange remains same in
pre-shared key based ISAKMP SA.

Now the initial SA is established to help generating the actual IPsec SA.
There is only one mode in the second step of the IKE : Quick mode. Quick mode
has three message exchanges like the Aggressive mode, but every exchange is en-
crypted by the key generated in �rst step. The initiator �rst sends the encrypted
ID, key, nonce, several SA proposals (e.g., encryption and authentication algo-
rithms, encapsulation modes etc.) and hash. The responder replies with same
amount of information, except the SA proposal. It selects one of the SA proposals
of the initiator and replies that speci�c SA proposal, as shown in Figure 3.19. Fi-
nally, the initiator generates a hash over the last two message exchange and sends
it to the responder to guarantee the authenticity and replay protection. The quick
mode negotiates the security parameters of the selected proposal, prevents replay
protection, generates keying material for secure communication, exchanges the
identities and provides perfect forward secrecy (PFS). The security parameters
are negotiated through the proposals and the nonces guarantee the replay protec-
tion. The keying materials are generated from the step 1 shared secret and the
step 2 nonces. The inclusion of the nonces ensures freshness of the keys [Frankel
(2001)]. PFS is provided by generating only one key from the Di�e-Hellman
exchange for the secure communication. Hence, no other key has a relation to
the generated key.

IPsec provides the security protection through two headers: Authentication
Header (AH) and Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP) header. AH covers con-
nectionless integrity, data origin authentication and replay protection [Frankel
(2001)]. Connectionless integrity means the packet is received without any mod-
i�cation and there is no acknowledgement of the successful reception. In data
origin authentication, the receiver gets the guarantee that the received packet is
sent by the actual sender or originator of the packet. On the other hand, re-
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Figure 3.19: IKE phase-2 Quick mode message exchange.

play protection protects the receiver from multiple reception of the same packet.
ESP covers two additional features: con�dentiality and tra�c analysis protec-
tion. Con�dentiality is provided by encryption of the data and hence, it prevents
the unauthorized disclosure of data due to tra�c analysis. The di�erence between
these two modes, in respect of authentication issue (not encryption), is that the
AH authenticates the whole packet including the payload and IP header of the
IP packet, whereas ESP only provides authentication for the payload part.

Also IPsec security can operate in two modes: transport mode and tunnel
mode. Transport mode only includes a new AH header or new ESP header and
trailer �elds to facilitate the authenticity or authenticity plus con�dentiality of
the packet respectively, but tunnel mode encapsulates the whole IP packet with
new headers, as graphically shown in Figure 3.20. Tunnel mode is used gener-
ally between two gateways and the transport mode is used for end-to-end host
communication.

Figure 3.20: AH and ESP packet format a) Transport and b) Tunnel mode (not
in scale).

When we observe clearly, we �nd that the IPsec is a very complex protocol
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suite, and it o�ers con�dentiality and full authenticity separately with two sub-
protocols: AH and ESP. The di�erentiation of the two modes is only possible
when we check the protocol �eld of AH or ESP header. If the next header �eld
represents TCP, then the IPsec mode is transport, otherwise it indicates tunnel
mode when the next header �eld represents IP. On the other hand, MACsec
provides the link-based con�dentiality and authenticity of the data with the single
protocol and expresses the status of the frame (i.e., only integrity protected or
integrity plus con�dentiality protected) with two bits in the SecTAG header.
Moreover, the correct implementation of IPsec requires the expert knowledge of
the protocol. Otherwise, miscon�guration can disrupt seamless communication
or can open the network to serious security breaches, while miscon�guration in
MACsec could remain isolated on the single link.

3.9 ID-based security protocols for pair-wise
communication

There are huge literatures on the ID-based protocols for pair-wise key exchange/a-
greement [Paulo S. L. M. Barreto (2009), Yuan & Li (2005), Ryu et al. (2004),
Schridde et al. (2008), Chen et al. (2007), Chen & Kudla (2003), Günther (1990)].
Some of them provide only theoretical solutions, some of them propose extensions
or optimizations of others' works, and some of them address the vulnerabilities of
others' schemes. It is not practical to describe all schemes, hence, we select the
necessary security properties that need to be ful�lled for authenticated pair-wise
key exchange mechanism. According to [Simon Blake-Wilson & Menezes (1997),
Menezes et al. (1997)], these properties are-

Known-Key Security:
The communicating parties should securely transmit their data although some of
their pair-wise old session keys are learned by an adversary. So it means knowl-
edge of a session key should not allow an adversary to compromise other session
keys.

Forward Secrecy:
If the private keys of one or both parties are compromised, the incident should
not allow the intruder to compromise any session key between the communicating
entities.

Key-Compromise Impersonation:
If the secret key of a trusted entity is compromised, then this incident should not
allow the adversary to impersonate other entities to the compromised entity.

Unknown Key-Share:
When the protocol prevents unknown key-share attack, it is not possible to co-
erce an entity to share a key with another entity without the knowledge of such
incident.
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No Key Control:
Neither entity is allowed to select the session key alone nor allowed to select the
key to a preselected value.

In addition to these necessary properties, the key exchange/agreement proto-
col should prevent man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack-

When an adversary captures the messages to send modi�ed version between
the initiator and responder so that the communicating entities could not detect
the anomalies, then it is called MITM attack.

Recently, Yuan and Li proposed an e�cient and secure ID-based algorithm for
the authenticated key agreement [Yuan & Li (2005)], which is a modi�ed version
of the Ryu, Yoon and Yoo's Protocol [Ryu et al. (2004)]. The aforementioned
security properties are handled strongly in Yuan and Li protocol except the No
Key Control, so the survey of [Chen et al. (2007)] marked it very strong. Actually
the two-pass protocol gives an unfair advantage to the receiver to generate the
session key earlier than the initiator, because the ephemeral key of the initiator is
received with the request message. So receiver has some control over the shared
session key [Chen & Kudla (2003), but every session key is generated using the
ephemeral keys of the two communicating entities. Hence, it is not possible to
decide the session key alone to a preselected value. For this reason, [Yuan & Li
(2005)] considered the security property of their protocol as the Imperfect Key
Control. However, it is one of the best protocols for authenticated key agreement
[Chen et al. (2007)]. Their protocol is based on the bilinear pairing, where the
Bilinear MAP is a pairing function called e : G1 ×G1 → G2 that maps points of
an additive group G1 to a multiplicative group G2, where both groups are cyclic
groups of prime order p, and satis�es the following properties [Yuan & Li (2005)]-

• Bilinear: we have e(xQ, yR) = e(Q,R)xy for any Q,R of G1 and for any
x, y of Z

• Non-degeneracy: e(P, P ) 6= 1, where P is a generator of G1

• Computability: An e�cient algorithm must exist to compute e(Q,R), for
any Q,R of G1

The security of [Yuan & Li (2005)] is based on the Bilinear Di�e-Hellman(BDH)
problem and the Computational Di�e-Hellman(CDH) problem. The Bilinear
Di�e-Hellman(BDH) problem about e : G1 × G1 → G2 de�nes that it is hard
to get e(P, P )abc ∈ G2 given a tuple (P, aP, bP, cP ∈ G1) for some a, b, c ∈ Z
[Park et al. (2007)], whereas the Computational Di�e-Hellman(CDH) problem
in Group G1 de�nes that it is hard to get abP given a tuple (P, aP, bP ∈ G1) for
some a, b ∈ Z. Ryu, Yoon and Yoo's Protocol has three steps: setup, extract and
key agreement, where [Yuan & Li (2005)] modi�es only the key agreement step to
address the Key Compromise Impersonation Attack and Key Reveal Attack. In
the setup stage, the Key Generation Center (KGC), which is the central authority
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to generate all private keys, selects G1, G2, e : G1 ×G1 → G2, and P as we de-
scribed above. The KGC also selects a key derivation function H (a secure hash
function), a master secret key s ∈ Z∗

p and an encoding function H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1

that maps an arbitrary string to a non-zero point in G1. Lastly, the KGC gener-
ates Ppub = sP and publishes < G1; G2; e; P ; Ppub; H1; H >. In the extract
stage the public keys are derived from the corresponding IDs like QID = H1(ID)
and the KGC produces the private key for each ID as SID = sQID. In the new
key agreement step of [Yuan & Li (2005)], the user A chooses a random number
a ∈ Z∗

p , computes TA = aP , and sends TA to B. On the other hand, B chooses
a random number b ∈ Z∗

p , computes TB = bP , and sends TB to A. Then A and
B individually compute a hash and the secret key, as shown in Equation 3.1 and
Equation 3.2:

A : h = aTB = abP and KAB = e(aPpub + SA; TB +QB) (3.1)

B : h = bTA = abP and KBA = e(TA +QA; bPpub + SB) (3.2)

Actually these two secret keys are sameKAB = KBA = e(P, P )abse(P,QB)
as

e(QA, P )
bse(QA, QB)

s, so both parties have the same secret to calculate the same
session key: H(A,B, h,KAB). This type of protocol is used for secret key agree-
ment over insecure channels.

There are also signature schemes available in ID-based cryptosystems for con-
�rming the authenticity and integrity of the message to prevent forgery or tam-
pering in pair-wise communication. One very e�cient signature scheme is Hess
ID-based Signature Scheme [Hess (2003)], which is backed by the survey of [Dutta
et al. (2004)]. This scheme has four steps, setup, extract, sign and verify. The
setup and extract steps of Hess Signature Scheme are almost identical to setup
and extract steps of Yuan and Li key agreement scheme. The KGC chooses a
hash function H : {0, 1}∗ × G2 → Z∗

p in the setup stage, and this is the extra
operation in setup and extract steps than [Yuan & Li (2005)]. To sign a mes-
sage m the sender chooses a generator P1 of G1, a random number k ∈ Z∗

p and

computes r = e(P1, P )
k, v = H(m, r) and u = vSID + kP1, where the pair

(u,v) is the signature. On receiving the signed message, the receiver computes
r = e(u, P ) · e(QID,−Ppub)

v in the verify stage and validates the signature if
v = H(m, r).

3.10 Non-standard protocols for Layer-2 Security

Security in Layer-2 is an emerging technology. So there are very few literatures
on this topic. Reference Altunbasak et al. (2004)] mainly discuss the IP and MAC
address binding problems that are generated by the weak link between Layer-2
and Layer-3, because the link between layer-2 and layer-3 is only bounded by
ARP and DHCP protocol that are inherently not secured. Also they focus on the
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Data Link layer security issues in IP over Ethernet networks and propose some
extensions in the MACsec frame format at Layer-3 devices to improve security
in LANs [Altunbasak et al. (2005)]. They proposed to add a hop/link count �eld
with the SecTAG, so that the bridge can increase it during the forward process.
In this way, the end devices could know the number of hops between them, and
the network administrator can identify the misguided frames inside the LAN and
also can learn the layer-2 network topology. Moreover, they proposed to include
the original source MAC address after the SecTAG �eld while the router gener-
ates the frame to send it on other network, which provides a secure IP and MAC
address binding. So their contributions are mainly dedicated to protect the orig-
inal source MAC addresses while passing router, collect the hop/link information
through the communication path to gather information about the intermediate
systems and provide a secure IP and MAC address binding concept. On the other
hand, Altunbasak and Owen propose a security inter-layering concept with new
shim layer based reference model of network architecture [Altunbasak & Owen
(2007)]. They argue that the data link layer could utilize the secure namespace of
upper layers instead of MAC addresses to create top-to-bottom secure and �exible
network architectures. They also point out two weaknesses of the MAC address
to use as the identity in future network. First, no protocol is available for secure
binding of IP and MAC address and second, MAC address does not present se-
cure identity. But the latter could be achieved by Secure Device Identi�er [IEEE
P802.1AR/D2.0 (2009)]. Also binding the IP and MAC address can be done by
DHCP snooping technique [Cisco (n.d.c)], but it is not an embedded solution.
However, their work focuses only on the shim layer based future network and
does not consider the threats in current standards. Reference [Kim et al. (2005),
Han et al. (2006)] totally devote their work in implementing MACsec on EPON
network, but their work do not focus on any security threats in EPON networks.

Usage of the additional part of ARP messages to convey new protocol infor-
mation is practiced in [Bruschi et al. (2003), Lootah et al. (2005), Jerschow et al.
(2008), Zúquete & Marques (2006)]. Reference [Bruschi et al. (2003)] and [Lootah
et al. (2005)] use the additional part to secure only the ARP messages. So their
target is totally di�erent, but Cryptographic Link Layer (CLL) [Jerschow et al.
(2008)] and Secure LAN (SLAN) [Zúquete & Marques (2006)] use the ARP mes-
sages to convey security information between the communicating entities. CLL
uses several cryptographic mechanisms (e.g., MD5, Two�sh, SHA-1, AES, RSA)
to provide link security. In our opinion, such solution is not a practical approach
for real-life systems, because a Layer-2 based device cannot incorporate huge
amount of algorithms and the necessary modules for those algorithms. In our
opinion, it is hard to provide such large number of modules inside a small net-
work interface card (NIC) and CLL also requires unnecessary time to select the
appropriate algorithm. On the other hand, the source needs to communicate with
the Key Distribution Center (KDC) to securely send a frame to the destination
in SLAN. Also the destination requires similar communication with the KDC to
send the ARP reply. Such extra communication overhead makes a protocol im-
practical for real use [Al-Sultan et al. (2003)]. In addition, both CLL and SLAN
do not describe the frame format for the additional part of ARP messages, so
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it is hard to understand the implementation details. Moreover, SLAN does not
provide any performance evaluation to measure its fruitfulness.

However, the bene�ts of End-to-End Ethernet security (EEEsec) mechanism
are described in [Meddeb et al. (2009)]. EEEsec includes only 2 additional bytes
(except the Integrity Check Value, ICV) than normal Ethernet frames which are,
in our opinion, not enough to convey all security information and protection for
the other side. Also there should be a length �eld to divide the frame in correct
order, which requires additional bits too. Moreover, lack of description makes
EEEsec a non-analyzable protocol, and it is unclear how they distribute security
information with only 2 bytes additional header.

The ID-based on-demand authenticated key agreement is proposed (with extra
message exchange) to discover authenticated route and protect the integrity of
routing messages in wireless networks [Park et al. (2007), Park & Rhee (2009)],
but their solution assumes that the source contains the destination ID. Therefore,
they can avoid the computationally expensive ID-based signature scheme, but
they do not mention how the destination ID is already known to the sender.

3.11 Limitation of Current Layer-2 Security Systems

The hop-by-hop security of MACsec puts each port of the Bridge in a di�erent
secure domain, so the ingress port must decrypt the frames before it relays them
to the egress port. Hence the packet remains in clear inside every Bridge on
the communication path. In the large scale deployment of Ethernet, there would
be huge numbers of Bridges in public places, where the physical access to these
systems are easy enough to get disclosed information, even the unauthorized users
can get data in this way.

Here, we do not analyze the attacks that are possible in physical shared
media because the use of physical shared media has declined over the years
[IEEE P802.1X-REV/D4.5 (2009)], but virtual shared media are supported in
the provider Bridged network, which can introduce similar threats as the phys-
ical shared media, as described in Section 1.2. When the customers want to
connect two or more geographically dispersed sites (Figure 3.21), they usually
use Customer VLAN (C-VLAN) aware Bridge at the edge of each site where the
service provider is connected.

On the other hand, the Service Provider provides services to the customers
using Service VLAN (S-VLAN) aware Bridges. A C-VLAN Bridge can recognize,
insert, and remove Customer VLAN tags, whereas an S-VLAN Bridge can rec-
ognize, insert, and remove Service VLAN tags [IEEE Std. 802.1ad (2005)]. If
the Customer does not trust the Service Provider, normal MACsec cannot guar-
antee the secure communication between two sites over the provider network,
because the provider has access to every Bridge inside the Bridged Ethernet net-
work where the data are in clear inside each Bridge. To support this scenario,
MACsec provides a special solution with the C-VLAN Bridges only for the En-
terprise Customers. Those Bridges implement two MACsec at each edge port,
one top of another, and they require an Authentication Server (AS) at one of the
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Figure 3.21: Geographically dispersed sites connected over Provider network.

sites to authenticate both sides or pre-shared key through out-of-band channel to
build a logical secure channel over the provider network. But this special solution
requires double encapsulation and decapsulation in each edge port of C-VLAN
Bridges, whereas normal Bridges do not support this feature. If there are only two
sites like Figure 3.21, then customers can communicate through point-to-point
secure channel over service provider's network, but more than two sites require
group security as marked in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22: Group security over Provider network.

When the systems are in group security, it is not possible to maintain a point-
to-point security between two group members, hence private communication is
impossible in the group mode, and this limitation may hinder secure communi-
cation between two similar departments on two sites. To communicate privately,
the two sites (A and B) should leave the group mode and need to create a tem-
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porary point-to-point Connectivity Association, and re-establish the group mode
after each private communication, which forces several transitions between two
modes and may disrupt any ongoing group communication. This situation be-
comes more critical if Site C belongs to another Enterprise. Then either one of
the Enterprises should trust the other's Authentication Server or they need to
agree on a pre-shared key, but in real life it is rarely possible to trust other's Au-
thentication Server, and pre-shared key installation for every other organization
is a complex solution. Also small companies do not have their own authentication
server, which leaves us in an inconsistent state. Also there is no special security
treatment for normal users, except the general hop-by-hop security, but the home
users build the large network base of the service provider. So there should be
some security features to handle normal user data.

Moreover, if a receiver wants to verify the sender's authenticity and certi�-
cates, he needs to contact online with the CA. Otherwise, he needs to store the
public key of the CA to verify the CA's digital signature associated with the
certi�cate, as described in secure device identity. In our opinion, this introduces
overhead and complexity in plug-and-play feature of Ethernet and disrupts con-
tinuous communication. Furthermore, the existing mechanisms can support the
unauthenticated systems only by VLAN aware Bridges. This procedure requires
complex manual con�gurations that are in�exible to manage, thus any accidental
miscon�guration of VLAN aware Bridges could allow unauthenticated systems
to get the data that are addressed to other VLANs, when group mode is in
operation.





� 4. Design of the Secure Bridging Mechanism

We illuminate the term "Bridged Provider Network" in our thesis title, because
the service providers are willing to provide their broadband services (e.g., Inter-
net, transport) over the high speed Metro Ethernet network. So the network
operation could be completely done through Layer-2 technologies when all the
service providers operate on homogeneous networks. The maturity of Ethernet
for large scale deployment is backed by high level standardization process and
widely adoption in the industry. For this reason, Ethernet Metro network is not
a dream anymore. It is already deployed to bridge communities for real operation
[S. Rossi (2007), HKBN (n.d.)]. Hence, secure bridging is completely interwoven
with the success of Metro Ethernet.

We have presented that the current layer-2 security standard (i.e., MAC-
sec) provides hop-by-hop con�dentiality operation. Also we have showed that
how MACsec generates the security association through the port-based network
access control. The link based EAPOL operation helps to build such local point-
to-point security association. Hence, frames between the user system and the ad-
jacent bridge or between two bridges are secured by the MACsec. This link-based
approach is adequate for the control protocols (e.g., Spanning Tree protocol, Mul-
tiple Registration Protocol etc.), because intermediate nodes (i.e., bridges) need
to intercept all control messages to get valuable information for controlling the
network operation. The bridges do not need to pass through or directly forward
them. Such control messages do not require con�dentiality, because they only
hold information regarding the network operation, administration and mainte-
nance, like link state or topology change statistics. MACsec successfully provides
integrity, authenticity and replay protection for this kind of frames, because these
types of frames need to be moved between adjacent devices. Even if those proto-
cols need con�dentiality feature, MACsec can handle the need, because MACsec
is able to provide con�dentiality between two bridges. Hence, in our opinion,
MACsec successfully handles the security of control protocols through its link-
based security feature.

However, the point-to-point con�dentiality approach is not adequate for the
user data, where intermediate nodes expose the frames internally and facilitate
tra�c analysis or sni�ng. The support for tra�c analysis is good for Enterprises
or Service Providers inside secure premises, but it opens the access network for
serious security breaches. Hence, we have to build a complete secure data trans-
port protocol for the service provider networks, which can align its operation with
the MACsec. In this way, the combined operation of MACsec and our security
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protocol can secure both control and data frames. We can easily di�erentiate
between the control and data frames through the Ethertype, because the globally
unique protocol identi�cation easily decouples the control plane from a simple
data plane [Glenn Parsons (2007)].

A user may use own networking devices at home to extend the network for
several computers, such as wireless access point to support several laptops or
desktops. So the tra�c from his computers to the access point is not the concern
for the service provider, as shown in Figure 4.1. The service provider should take
the responsibility of the tra�c when the tra�c enters in its domain. For this
reason, the security should be provided from edge to edge, so that tra�c cannot
be hacked while it traverses the provider network, mainly in the access network
part, which is open to public.

Figure 4.1: Provider zone, where the data should be transported with con�den-
tiality.

As we know the edge of the service provider is served by the bridges in Metro
Ethernet Networks, and bridge provides the authenticator functionality in port
based network access control, it is a good opportunity for us to integrate the
security functionality only inside the bridge, because bridges can communicate
directly to an AS through its upper layer functionalities (e.g., AAA). This bridge-
based security functionality brings �exibility for the service providers, because
they can only concentrate on their infrastructures and they do not need to control
the customer devices or think about the status of customer security features. It
is almost impossible to train the general users for enabling the security features
in their devices, even it is a Herculean task to train the employees for security
awareness in a large organization. Also the edge-to-edge security for service
provider eliminates any processor intensive cryptographic computations in the
intermediate bridges. Hence, it can omit a signi�cant amount of burden from the
provider bridges and can help them to introduce very fast services. According
to our description, we need a security solution, which must provide the following
security service-
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Whenever the source sends a frame, the ingress bridge at the service provider
edge encrypts the payload and protects the integrity of the whole frame with an
Integrity Check Value similar to MACsec. Only the egress bridge at another edge
should verify the integrity and decrypt the frame. Hence the encrypted frame is
transported over the Bridged Ethernet Network through a secure channel, and
no Bridge on the communication path can handle the frame in clear inside the
provider network, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Secure channel over Provider Bridged network.

But to build such secure system, at �rst we need to set the requirements
for the design phase. We have already checked the supported features of the
existing security solutions in the last chapter. Based on those features and our
security needs, we can generate our set of requirements. So the requirements of
our security solution are presented in the next section.

4.1 A set of Requirements for Design Speci�cation

⇒ Connectionless integrity: Ethernet provides best e�ort delivery. So the
integrity protection should be connectionless, but MACsec supports link-
based local integrity for a frame. For this reason, when a frame goes over
multi-segment, it is di�cult to assure the correctness, because the security
header and the trailer are changed by every bridge on the communication
path. If there is any error during the transformation, it goes undetected.
Hence, our frame integrity should be global, that means, we need an in-
tegrity from one edge to the other edge over the multi-segment bridged
provider network.

⇒ Data origin authentication: the data origin authentication in MACsec is
in�rm in nature, because the destination could not get the original integrity
check value or other cryptographic element of the sender in the frame. All
the intermediate bridges change those �elds at every connection points.
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Hence, in our solution, we need to send the original authentication value to
the destination to facilitate mutual authentication.

⇒ Replay protection: MACsec provides the replay protection in the similar
fashion of the integrity and authentication. So we need a global protection
mechanism inside the provider network. Moreover, the replay protection
should limit the extent of DoS attack.

⇒ Con�dentiality: MACsec changes con�dentiality at every connection point
because the secure domains are segment-based. To address the unsecured
zone inside the intermediate systems, we must provide global con�dential-
ity, so that the intermediate bridges can internally relay frames in encrypted
format. To achieve this, the link based con�dentiality of MACsec need to
be extended for edge-to-edge, so that the secure communication over the
provider network could be con�rmed.

⇒ Protection of sni�ng caused by tra�c analysis: MACsec does not
address tra�c analysis protection, so it opens the access network for data
sni�ng. Hence, such security breach protection is the important feature
for the success of the Metro Ethernet Network. It could be achieved when
global con�dentiality is in place, because edge-to-edge encrypted frame does
not allow anyone to capture the data in clear. The contents of the encrypted
frame are not understandable except to the authorized system.

⇒ Perfect Forward Secrecy: Perfect forward secrecy is the assurance that
there is only one key generated from a single key agreement session to
protect the data, and di�erent data transmission should not be secured by
di�erent keys derived from the single key. Hence, we should take this in our
account when we build the security solution.

⇒ DoS attack prevention: The MACsec could easily prevent unauthorized
users to access the network resources, but it does not provide security
against disloyal authorized users. So it is possible that those attackers
can intentionally generate fake transmission by using fake MAC addresses
to force the system to do power/resource intensive cryptographic computa-
tion. So we should prevent such intentional resource abuse.

⇒ Availability: MACsec deploys security associations before the actual data
transmission. So any authorized system can get the available secure channel
to transmit their data to the immediate neighbour systems. The global
con�dentiality, integrity and authenticity options should not reduce this
high availability feature.

⇒ Scalability: MACsec provides link-based security feature to narrow down
the key management complexity on the local segment, and thus, they can re-
tain the scalability. So we should not bring any scalability problem, because
it disquali�es any good security solution to be deployed in real systems.
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⇒ Transparency: Transparency ensures the addition of new functionalities
in a zone without any change in the operation principles of other existing
zones. If we can provide the complete security at Layer-2, then the upper
layer applications do not need to change/add functionalities to cope with
the security operations. Also the edge to edge con�dentiality and integrity
feature can introduce transparent transmission over the bridged Ethernet
network.

⇒ Performance: The tradeo� between the security and performance is an
important factor to consider for the success of a security solution. We are
planning to replace the local security features of MACsec with the global
security features for data security inside the provider network. So the per-
formance of our solution should not be degraded than the existing security
systems to qualify it for the provider network.

⇒ Session independence: As we need edge-to-edge security for the provider
network, we should con�rm that there is only one security association per
pair-wise communication. We should not use the same security association
for every transmission. Hence, session independence in relation to pair-wise
security must be provided.

Now it is time to describe our designs to ful�l above requirements.

4.2 Bridge-based single secure domain

As we have already mentioned that our concepts to secure the data transmission
over the provider network are gradually matured with the analysis of di�erent
requirements, we try to address the existing gap with minimal change of MACsec
as a �rst step. Hence, we propose a MACsec enabled bridge-based single secure
domain which overcomes the sni�ng capability through Intermediate nodes. Al-
though our publication [Wahid (2010a)] use the general term �switch�, here we
try to stick to the term �bridge� for the homogeneity with the IEEE standard
track.

Also two well-known security experts, Viega and McGraw mentioned several
security principles [Viega & McGraw (2001)] to practice for better security and
some of them are mandatory in our scenario, they are- secure the weakest link,
practice defense in depth, fail securely, promote privacy and follow the principle
of least privilege. How we can ful�ll all these design principles are described in
the next subsection. To build a single secure domain (SSD), we put all bridges
of a LAN in the same security association, as described in Figure 4.3. We do not
change the existing operations of MACsec, we only add a new security association
that can generate the SSD key, and can distribute the key to all bridges in the
LAN.

As MACsec supports incremental deployment, we can deploy MACsec capable
systems one by one inside a LAN. If we connect a new bridge (bridge 1 ) to an
existing bridge (old bridge) of the network, as shown in Figure 4.4, the new
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Figure 4.3: Bridge-based single secure domain.

bridge will be authenticated through the old bridge and a point-to-point security
association will be built between these two bridges as described in [IEEE P802.1X-
REV/D4.5 (2009)]. When the secure connectivity between these two bridges is
con�rmed, the old bridge automatically generates the SSD key in our solution
and sends the key to the new bridge through the pre-established point-to-point
secure connection. Thus distributing the SSD key to both bridges creates our new
security association. This SSD key will be stored in the tamper-proofed DevID
module of each bridge. So the safety of our proposal is completely depended
on the secure device identity [IEEE P802.1AR/D2.0 (2009)], because it is not
possible to create a single secure domain without tamper proofed systems.

Figure 4.4: Incremental deployment of Bridges.
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Now if we connect another bridge (bridge 2 ) to bridge 1 (Figure 4.5), then
a point-to-point secure connection will be established �rst between these two
bridges, and bridge 1 will securely transfer the SSD key to bridge 2. Although the
oldest bridge of the network generates the SSD key, the root bridge of Spanning
Tree Protocol (STP), whenever available, should generate the current SSD key
and send the key to all other bridges through hop-by-hop distribution. The key
should be regenerated by the root for every occurrence of STP topology change.

Figure 4.5: Attachment of a new bridge to an existing bridge of the network.

In our proposal, all bridges of the LAN must support MACsec and all MACsec
of the bridge ports should support dual functionality (MACsec and SSD). We
keep the default functionalities described in [IEEE P802.1X-REV/D4.5 (2009)],
but in the secure communication phase of our solution, when a bridge (bridge 1
in Figure 4.3) receives an encrypted frame from an authenticated source (Host
1 ), it decrypts the frame by the pair-wise secure association key and immediately
encrypts with the SSD key. Finally, the last hop bridge (bridge 2 in Figure 4.3)
decrypts the frame by SSD key and encrypts the frame by the pair-wise secure
association key to send the frame to the destination PC (Host 2 ). No MACsecs
of the intermediate bridge ports encrypt or decrypt the frame. These ports on
the communication path only check the ICV to verify the integrity. Thus no
intermediate bridges can relay a clear frame internally. The frame is transmitted
in encrypted format from the �rst hop bridge to the last hop bridge, that means
from edge-to-edge. The veri�cation of the integrity protection is necessary at
each bridge, otherwise any intruder can claim his system as a bridge to spread
fake messages with fake ICVs.

All equipments (PCs and Bridges) are owned by the organization in an En-
terprise network, whereas customers own the PCs in Service Provider network.
So bridge based single secure domain helps us to provide global con�dentiality
and integrity in the bridged network and ensures the �exibility to control both
type of networks with the same solution. The initiation of single secure domain
is totally independent from the data transmission steps and the secure domain
should be established during the deployment period of the provider networks, so
we can ignore the availability issue. Our solution eliminates the unsecured zone
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of existing standards, thus the weakest link is secured. Besides, our defense is
as strong as the tamper proofed feature of [IEEE P802.1AR/D2.0 (2009)] and
no bridge in our solution should transmit clear frames out a mirror port. If we
connect a monitoring machine or intrusion detection system, the interface of that
special kind of machine should be authenticated by the Authentication Server
(AS) of MACsec, and it could get the SSD key after successful authentication
to capture tra�c for analysis. The permission to get the SSD key after success-
ful authentication should be carefully monitored by the network administrator
and managed from the central operation center. After a scheduled monitoring
time, the administrator must send a management request to the root bridge to
generate a new SSD key and block all monitoring machines inside the AS, so
that the network technicians cannot monitor anymore tra�c. This ensures the
principle of least privilege and prevents the intruders to get data in clear format.
Whenever a bridge receives a frame with erroneous ICV from another bridge or
recognizes a tampering attempt, it should generate a broadcast warning message,
which forces the AS to re-authenticate all bridges and requests the root bridge to
generate a new SSD key for re-distribution. Thus our system can fail securely.
Moreover, our system does not relay tra�c in clear at any point, but the orga-
nization must use a monitoring or intrusion detection system that can capture
data anonymously to promote the privacy.

Bridge-based single secure domain [Wahid (2010a)] depends on the secure
device identity [IEEE P802.1AR/D2.0 (2009)] for the safety of its global domain,
so failure of the secure device identity puts the total infrastructure in danger,
because it will expose the SSD key. In real life scenario, no security system is
completely tamper proofed. So when an attacker compromises one bridge of the
bridge-based single secure domain, the whole network is in danger, because the
attacker is able to get the relayed data in clear. So only under physical attacks,
this solution will provide sni�ng capability like MACsec provides inside Bridges,
because it lacks security session independence.

4.3 Security for Edge-to-Edge Ethernet Data (SEEED)

We have to provide session independence per pair-wise secure communication to
isolate or compartmentalize any exploitation in the place of origin. To create
a secure channel, like Figure 4.2, we must provide the same secret key between
two edge Bridges for a pair of communicating entities, but it is totally impossible
to predict all pair-wise communications in large scale deployment of Ethernet,
and pre-shared unique key between each pair is not a practical approach for
huge storage requirement, complex key management and high communication
overhead. However, every Bridge should not require a pair-wise secure channel
with every other Bridge unless all hosts communicate with each other. For this
reason, we should concentrate only to the live communicating entities. We have
already showed that a Bridge stales an entry from the CAM table when the table
becomes full or when the user system is not live during last 5 minutes. So the
pair-wise key generation is always limited by the CAM amount or its expiration
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process, and the storage of the pair-wise keys inside Bridges could not be exploited
by an attacker with wrong keys, if we authenticate the live communicating parties
before storing their pair-wise keys.

The public key based systems require a prior knowledge of the public keys of
the receivers or a real-time communication with a trusted third party to get the
authenticity of other systems, but n systems would require n(n−1)/2 keys storage
capacity (to allow associations between all possible pairs) if there is no central
authentication or master key generation server, and it is unfeasible to ful�ll this
requirement in large networks where many tens of thousands of nodes could be
present. For this reason, we want an on-demand scheme that can easily generate
the actual amount of keys when necessary and can reduce all burdens. We can
easily �nd the upcoming two-party communication if we look for an Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) request. When the source has the IP address of the
destination, but it does not know the destination's MAC address to forward the
frame inside a LAN, it generates an ARP request message to get the MAC address.
So we should only initiate a secure channel when a host generates an ARP request
message to �nd the destination for communication over the Bridged Ethernet
network. To cope with this requirement and the plug-and-play capability of
Ethernet, we need an on-demand key agreement technology without pre-shared
key management. Identity (ID) based cryptography has a great potential to
provide security in our scenario, because the ID (in our case the MAC address)
itself is the part of the public key. It simpli�es the key management functions,
distribution of keys, and also omits the necessity of online interactions with the
trusted third party for veri�cation of the public keys. So we choose the e�cient
Yuan and Li [Yuan & Li (2005)] because it requires one pairing computation and
three point multiplication. Moreover, it has very strong security compared to
other ID-based solutions [Chen et al. (2007)].

On the other hand, if we observe the IPsec security modes, we can �nd that
Main and Aggressive mode does not protect the system from unnecessary power
intensive operations, which lead to DoS attack. The Base mode addresses the
problem by integrating a hash during the key transportation. Also the MACsec
cannot protect the Authenticator from unnecessary authentication initiation or
expiration, because the EAPOL-start and EAPOL-logo� frames are not authen-
ticated or integrity protected by any operation [Geier (2008)]. For this reason,
our security solution should prevent such DoS attack by a guaranteed operation,
but it is complicated when the sender has no information about the ID of re-
ceiver, which is possible in Ethernet network that generates ARP request. So we
need a very e�cient ID-based signature scheme that can generate the signature
with few operations. Hence, we choose Hess [Hess (2003)] ID-based signature
scheme, which has a same setup and almost a same extract step to Yuan-Li ID-
based scheme. This similarity will help us to implement the solution with fewer
resources. When we combine the above two schemes, we �nd that the aggregated
solution requires two message transmissions to build the secure association, as
shown in section 3.2.2 -

• From the sender to the receiver that comprises the signed ID and TID of
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the sender, and

• From the receiver to the sender that comprises signed ID and TID of re-
ceiver.

So, two extra message exchanges to build a secure association for each pair-
wise communication can reduce the Ethernet performance, because IPsec into-
duces Aggressive mode, by reducing only three message exchanges, to provide
high performance operation, as described in section 3.8. For this reason, we are
also interested in minimizing the overhead. Normal ARP protocol works with
exchange of ARP Request and Reply messages, and each message is 42 bytes
long without the padding and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). Such small size
of ARP packets gives us an opportunity to add more bits at the end as data or
payload bits, because maximum data �eld length is 1500 bytes in an Ethernet
frame. Incorporation of new protocol messages in ARP packets can provide an
e�cient way to minimize huge overhead, because we do not require any extra
message exchange to build a secure channel. Actually, we select the ARP for
many reasons. The following subsection describes the reasons in details.

4.3.1 Encapsulation of Key Agreement protocol in ARP

The transition of Ethernet from LAN to MAN could easily eliminate the IP opera-
tion in the networking stack to provide fast operation, but such operation requires
an elegant resource discovery protocol in the Layer-2. As we know there is no
such protocol exist in the practical world, it is hard to think for this kind of oper-
ation now. Researchers recently have started their work to �nd a better solution
and they follow two main approaches: hash based address resolution [Kim et al.
(2008), Kim & Rexford (2007), Ray et al. (2007), Caesar et al. (2006)] and link
state based location management [Perlman (2004), IETF TRILL (2010), Myersy
et al. (2004)], but these early stage works require several years of puri�cation to
provide a mature solution for the real world operation. On the other hand, ARP
is criticized by the networking community for its broadcast operation, but it is the
only standard protocol that operates at layer-2 for address resolution by mapping
the IP address to MAC address. It does not depend on any other IP layer func-
tionality, because the frames are generated in the data link layer. The innovative
solutions (e.g., Provider bridges, Provider backbone bridges) that facilitate the
evolution of Ethernet in the Carrier separate the networking domains between
user, service provider and backbone provider, whereas virtual LAN (VLAN) sep-
arates the tra�c in more small domains. Hence, broadcast can be signi�cantly
reduced in the large scale Ethernet deployment, and ARP could not bring any
drastic problem.

Although IPv6 eliminates any broadcast related problem by introducing mul-
ticast feature, it moves the resource discovery operation in the IP layer to facili-
tate such bene�ts which in turn forces back the concept from all Ethernet Metro
network to IP layer based network. Actually the innovation of IPv6 is due to
the world wide address limitation of IPv4, and it mainly overcomes the IP layer
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problems. So we should not belittle IPv6 for moving the address resolution op-
eration at the network layer. Moreover, IPv6 is still not widely deployed in the
world. For this reason, we will see ARP operations for many years to come. Be-
sides, we already have seen that most of the Layer-2 threats depend on the ARP
protocol for its �exibility, so if we could leverage that �exibility of ARP to secure
the network, we can handle the Layer-2 security with simple operation. Further-
more, we use ID-based cryptosystems to provide an on-demand key agreement,
and the ARP protocol can help us to reach transparently to all devices in the
network, which signi�cantly eliminates any scalability problem due to secret key
management, and reduces any performance hazards. So we choose to transport
our security protocol parameters using ARP messages. Besides, we show that the
provider relayed frames can transparently forwarded by the provider backbone
bridging through encapsulation. So our security protocol parameters integrated
in ARP messages inside the Ethernet payload can easily reach to other side of the
Backbone network, which transparently extends our security supported domain
in very large area. Our protocol is so �exible that it can be integrated in any
new resource discovery protocol whether the resource discovery protocol works
in upper layers or same layer. This �exibility in our solution becomes possible
only for its integration into Layer-2. We also present the guidelines to use our
protocol in the IPv6 based network at a later section.

We assume that the MACsec is present in every device because the function-
alities of MACsec successfully handle the control frame security and the authen-
tication of the users' devices during the deployment period. As our main target
is to address the gaps in existing security mechanisms, we do not want to elimi-
nate the standard procedures. Hence, we like to integrate our functionality inside
MACsec module so that it can eliminate the gap and can guarantee the secure
edge-to-edge data transmission.

We divide our main Edge-to-Edge security protocol operation in three major
subsystems- i) Key distribution mechanism, ii) Authenticated Key Agreement
protocol and iii) Secure Data Transmission Protocol. The next three subsections
describe them one by one, and then there is another subsection that highlights
the bene�ts.

4.3.2 Key distribution mechanism

In our solution, the AS also performs the KGC role for the ID-based key distribu-
tion process. We have already seen how the EAP-authentication is successfully
completed over the EAPOL and RADIUS protocol in port based network access
control. We extend the functionality of this authentication mechanism to facili-
tate our key distribution. As soon as the AS receives the EAP-response from the
supplicant, the ID-based KGC module initiates the extract stage to derive public
keys from the corresponding supplicant ID like QID = H1(ID) and produces
the private key as SID = sQID, but it does not send the key until the EAP-
authentication has successfully �nished. When the AS sends the EAP-success
message on successful authentication, it can integrate the private key and public
parameters in the payload part of the EAP-success method data, because such
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method data does not contain anything in the payload part, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.6. Generally, the authentication process is done through EAP-TLS, so the
encrypted transmission of the EAP-success message in the TLS-record protocol
can securely transmit the ID-based key without any extra message exchange, as
graphically shown in Figure 4.7. We could generate an extra message to trans-
mit the private key and public parameters, because extra transmission at this
deployment stage does not a�ect the network operation and performance, but it
is possible to avoid the extra transmission when we integrate our parameters in
EAP-success. So we opt for this small improvement.

Figure 4.6: EAP-success packet format.

Figure 4.7: Key distribution by KGC using EAP-TLS.

The AS actually authenticates a device based on the 802.1AR secure device
identity certi�cate if the device is 802.1AR enabled. The KGC must not generate
any ID based key if the certi�cate is in question during the authentication by
AS. In this way, rapid changes of MAC addresses (e.g., Denial of Service attack,
DoS) are restricted, because the host needs to get authorization from the AS
through his valid certi�cate to access the network. So spoo�ng of the MAC
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addresses are prevented correctly. Our extension of the AS operation and the
802.1x-EAP authentication protocol allow the supplicant bridge to successfully
get its ID-based key and public parameters.

4.3.3 On-demand Authenticated Key Agreement protocol for

secure association

The Ingress Edge Bridge uses the ID-based signature scheme when he sends the
message to an unknown destination, but when the destination (i.e., egress Edge
Bridge) replies, she has complete information about the sender, so she should
not use the ID-based signature scheme because public-key based signature gen-
eration and veri�cation operations are computationally expensive. So the desti-
nation can use symmetric key based signature operation. Moreover, both parties
individually generate the same session key in [Yuan & Li (2005)], but there is
no acknowledgement between them. For this reason, we propose a Key Agree-
ment solution that combines the ID-based key agreement and signature scheme
with symmetric key based encryption mechanism to provide faster computation
including acknowledgement (i.e., key con�rmation) feature. We assume that all
the Bridges inside LAN get their private keys from the KGC, as we described in
the previous subsection. Recall all the Bridges should support MACsec in our
solution, so we already have the AES in our possession. We assume the AES is
AES-256 in our scheme. According to our solution based on [Yuan & Li (2005)],
the source Bridge sends his signed ID and TID to the destination. Here the ID is
the secure device identi�er, LDevID, of the Ingress or Egress Bridge. The sender
�rst generates a random number a to calculate an ephemeral public key TS = aP
(Figure 4.8). Then it integrates our protocol parameters inside the ARP request
message and signs the whole frame with Hess ID-based signature scheme (i.e.,
(u, v)), as described in section 3.2.2. Thus, the ARP request carries the ID-based
public parameters of the sender to the other side. On receiving the message, the
destination computes the pair-wise secret key (PSK) and derives two further keys
from the PSK that are called Secure Channel Key (SCK) and Integrity Protect
Key (IPK) in our contribution, as MACsec derives the KEK and ICK from CAK
using Key Derivation Function (KDF), as shown in Figure 4.8.

At the beginning, the receiver generates the public key of the sender using
the ID of the sender in a pairing-based encoding function, QS = enf(IDS),
and veri�es the signature pair (u, v). It also generates a random number b to
calculate an ephemeral public key TR = bP . This b is also used to generate
a hash h over the sender's ephemeral public key. Now the receiver is able to
individually calculate the pair-wise secret key (PSK or KRS) using his private
key, the random number and the public parameters of the sender. Then the
hash, PSK and ID of both systems are used to generate the secure channel key
(SCK) and integrity protect key (IPK), as described in Figure 4.8. Now the
receiver can integrate his parameters inside the ARP reply. At �rst our protocol
headers are added, and then the length and value of receiver's ID, ephemeral
public key and the sender's ephemeral public key are included. Inclusion of
the sender's ephemeral public key in the ARP reply guarantees the liveliness of
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the communication, because the sender have generated that public key using a
unique secret random number. So we can easily address any replay attacks. A
token (tkR) is created using the Advance Encryption Standard (AES) [IEEE Std.
802.1AE (2006)] encryption of the whole frame by SCK and IPK to inform the
sender about the keys in operation. Whenever the sender receives the ARP reply
message, it can individually generate the same PSK, SCK, IPK and the token
tkS , and can compare tkR with tkS to validate the correctness of key agreement.
These new keys for each pair-wise communication ensure the uniqueness of the
secure channel (i.e., session independence) and they should be stored inside an
extended memory with a mapping to the associated users' MAC addresses.

Figure 4.8: Secure association through on-demand key agreement.

One could argue that the signing operation is not required here and it brings
complexity, as ID-based scheme already provides us implicit authentication guar-
antee. But the problem here- if we do not sign the �rst message to the unknown
destination, any adversary could replace the TA inside the message and thus the
receiver unnecessarily computes everything and sends the reply to the source. It
does not bring any security problem but overwhelms the processor with resource
intensive computations in the egress bridge, because false TA inclusion prevents
any secure channel creation leading to a denial of service. So, in our opinion, the
signing is required to prevent such DoS attacks and to ensure mutual authenti-
cation.

As we plan to convey our security parameters of the key agreement process
inside the ARP messages, at �rst we want to write zeroes (padding) in the addi-
tional part of ARP messages to avoid information leakage which is described in
[O�r Arkin and Josh Anderson (2003)] and incited by [Bruschi et al. (2003)]. We
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write 18 zero bytes (padding) after the �rst 42 bytes of real ARP data, and then
construct our extended part starting from 61 bytes. Our message format for the
additional part of ARP packets comprises 12 bytes header and a variable length
payload (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Key agreement protocol frame format inside ARP message (not to
scale).

The header of our protocol message starts with the 4 bytes Protocol ID
0xCABFE001. The next one byte (Param in Figure 4.8) is divided in two 4 bits
value. The �rst or left four bits indicate the availability of MACsec in source
and destination host machines. We include this option for the future Link Layer
based Firewalls, it may help those Firewalls to force strict rules for the unau-
thenticated devices. The last or right four bits indicate the pairing type which
is used in the ID-based operations, because there are di�erent types of Elliptic
curves that can be used in pairing [Lynn (2007), Lynn (n.d.)]. The next one byte
contains the ID length of the generator of this frame and the following two bytes
store the TID length. The rest 4 bytes of the 12 bytes header are totally di�erent
for ARP request and reply messages. In the ARP request message, the Ingress
Bridge (IB) generates the signature and stores the length of (u, v) pair in these
4 bytes (2 bytes for each value). On the other hand, the Egress Bridge (EB)
includes the length of TIB and tokenEB in these bytes of ARP reply messages.
The payload part (Fig 4.9) starts with the ID (LDevID) of the generator, whose
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length is presented in the header. For simplicity we do not include the Ethernet
frame �elds in Figure 4.8, but in actual operation the IB signs the whole Eth-
ernet frame, from the Destination Address to the end of TIB , and attaches the
(u, v) pair at the end. This operation binds the source host address to the TIB
value. It is easy to know the (u, v) length prior the signing operation because
the values are �xed for a speci�c type of pairing. EB signs the whole Ether-
net frame with AES-256, which binds the hosts' addresses to the TEB and TIB .
Such design brings added advantage because only the bridges at the edge of the
provider network need to be SEEED enabled. Bridges in the core of the provider
network are just normal MACsec enabled or non-security enabled Bridges, like
PBB allows PB inside the core of PBBN [Rafael Sánchez and Lampros Raptis
and Kostas Vaxevanakis (2008)]. So our security operation is totally transparent
to the customers, which facilitates security in the access network without any
change in the customer devices.

However, the acknowledgement feature in our key agreement protocol is one
way: from the receiver to the sender, but in our opinion, it is adequate because
the sender will generate a new ARP request if it does not get any solicited reply
from the destination. Hence, the sender does not need to send an explicit ac-
knowledgement to the receiver about the status of the key agreement. So, when
SEEED enabled bridge encounters user generated ARP frames with our secu-
rity protocol, it will discard it without further processing. It could be easily done
through the functionalities of MACsec, because MACsec can detect a user system
through port based network access control.

4.3.4 Secure Data Transmission Protocol

Now both ingress and egress bridges at the provider edge have the pair-wise secret
keys, one for the encryption and another for the integrity protection. Whenever
the associated hosts send frames to each other, the Bridges must use the SCK
in AES (AES-256) encryption and IPK for integrity protection, until a new pair
of keys is generated for the pair-wise communication, but the encrypted frame
should attach an information TAG, like SecTAG of MACsec, so that the receiver
can understand the Frame Type, payload size, and also can detect any replay
attack. Our TAG �eld comprises EtherType, Short Length (SL) and Packet
Number (PN), as described in Figure 4.10.

The EtherType for our proposal is 0xACEB, which can be registered using the
guidelines of [Eastlake (2008)] and the SL is identical to [IEEE Std. 802.1AE
(2006)]. MACsec has 4 bytes (32 bits) PN that must be used as in the Initializa-
tion Vector (IV) in each encryption to generate di�erent encrypted outputs of the
identical clear texts. But 232 minimum-sized frames can be sent in approximately
5 min on a 10 Gbps link [IEEE Std. 802.1AE (2006)], so it forces MACsec to
change the key after each 5 minutes to avoid reusing the same value of PN. We
increase the PN size by one byte, which gives approximately a 21 hour lifetime
for each key when PN is increased sequentially for each frame. It is necessary
for our solution because ARP cache generally expires after 20 minutes, whereas
some operating systems do not expire the cache entries until cache becomes full
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Figure 4.10: Secure Data Frame format in our solution.

[Bruschi et al. (2003)]. Moreover, the MACsec GCM needs a 96 bits IV, so we
provide the concatenation of the source address, SL and PN to take the similar
advantage from the GCM. The IV usage defends against any successful attack
on SCK. Lastly, we need an Integrity value to help the receiver to verify the
correctness of the frame. For this reason, we provide an Integrity Protect Value
(IPV) which is generated using IPK.

The data encryption module is presented in (Figure 4.11). Here, the SCK is
the key K in block cipher operation EK. The AuthData comprises the headers
plus the TAG �eld, and the IV is the concatenation results of the Source Address,
SL and PN, in total 12 bytes or 96 bits. The user data or upper layer data is
the plaintext that is going to be encrypted through this operation. After the
successful operation, we get the cipher text and the authentication tag (IPV), then
the complete frame (like Figure 4.10) is sent to the destination. On reception,
the receiver can use the decryption module, as shown in (Figure 4.12). If the
received IPV and the generated Authentication Tag are identical, then the frame
is accepted by the system.

In Figure 4.13, we show how the IV is inserted in the incr function. The
PN value makes the IV unique for each frame, because it increases sequentially
when a new frame need to be processed. So replay protection is achieved with
the freshness of the PN value.

As our solution is for data security, we are only generated encrypted frames.
There is no place for integrity without con�dentiality in our solution, because
we are not handling any control operation where the intermediate nodes need to
understand some �eld of the payload. Hence, we do not need a TAG control infor-
mation like MACsec, which provides information regarding integrity protection
without encryption.

4.3.5 Bene�ts of SEEED

In this subsection, we will show the bene�ts of our protocol in relation to the set
of requirements of Section 4.1-
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Figure 4.11: State machine of our encryption module.

• Integrity: The whole frame is integrity protected with the AESIPK and
the result IPV is attached to each frame. This IPV is never modi�ed or
changed by any intermediate systems. So, when the receiver veri�es the
IPV, the successful result assures the integrity of the frame, because the
IPV is generated and veri�ed with the same IPK which is generated from
the shared secret PSK. Moreover, the digital signature in the key agreement
request inside ARP message guarantees the integrity of the extended ARP
request. Also the ARP reply contains the nonce and token of the destination
that completely verify and validate the integrity and authentication of the
reply message, and con�rms the shared key agreement.

• Data origin authentication: successful veri�cation of the IPV guarantees
the data origin authentication, because the PSK is created from the ID-
based shared secret. So, when the individually generated authentication
tag matches with the received IPV, it con�rms that the frame is generated
by the mutually authenticated systems.

• Replay protection: The PN ensures that the frames are received in order
or not, because it is incremented sequentially for each outgoing frame, but
such task of ordering management is left to the transport layer protocol.
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Figure 4.12: State machine of our decryption module.

We should not put this burden at the Layer-2. So, the PN is solely used for
replay protection and also enforces the expiration of the security association
and the cache entry, if no other process (like O/S) helps to timeout the cache
entry. Our solution discards any repeating message with the same PN value
and same transmitter.

• Con�dentiality: We encrypt every outgoing data frames with the SCK
and the PN value is used in IV calculation, so the encryption and integrity
protection function always generate unique outputs for identical input texts.
Hence, it is totally secure from eavesdroppng, sni�ng or tra�c analysis.
Moreover, the pair-wise security defenses against any type of information
leaks and allows the con�dential data to be decrypted to the correct user
port.

• Protection of sni�ng caused by tra�c analysis: Our protocol pro-
tects data over the provider network. Hence, no intermediate systems can
intercept the message. Only the authorized egress bridge can decrypt it for
successful forwarding to the correct destination.

• Perfect Forward Secrecy: We only generate two keys from the Di�e-
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Figure 4.13: IV insertion in the incr function.

Hellman exchange, and we use one key to encrypt and another to integrity
protect at the same time. We do not use the two keys for same purposes
on separate transmissions, and we do not generate farther keys from these
two keys. So complete perfect forward secrecy is present in our solution.

• DoS attack prevention: The nonce can prevent the DoS attack caused
by unnecessary computation, because it is always unique in our key agree-
ment protocol, and the digital signature is generated using the nonce and
ephemeral public key. Hence, it provides the similar bene�ts like IPsec Base
mode, where the public key (in our case the ID) is transmitted with a hash
(in our case digital signature).

• Availability: Before two communicating parties can exchange secure data,
they need to agree on the capabilities (like secret key and cryptographic
algorithm to be used) of the security to be applied to the data exchange
during the address resoltuion phase. Hence, the data transmission does
not a�ect by our security mechanism. The AES can perform in Gbps for
data encryption. This speed attracts the MACsec standard to select it for
the encryption/decryption purposes and we follow the same. So the actual
data transmission channel is totally available to the communicating entities
when they are ready to do such operation.

• Scalability: Our key agreement protocol is completely on-demand. So
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whenever two system want to communicate, our protocol generates the
pair-wise keys on the �y without any extra message exchange. So it does
not overload the network or any particular device to process/generate all
keys. The operations are totally distributed over the edge Bridges (access
Bridges), where each bridge is only responsible to provide security for the
adjacent systems. So our protocol is autonomous and entirely constraintless,
which brings no scalability problems.

• Transparency: We propose our protocol for the provider network, so that
they can provide secure services to their customers and can ful�ll better
Service Level Agreements (SLAs). So the operations at the edge Bridges
are totally transparent to the customers and their business applications.
Moreover, the service provider can implement normal bridges in the core
network, because our protocol operation can handle the security for their
edge to edge without allowing any interception in the intermediate systems.
Hence, the protocol can operate transparently also in the provider network.

• Performance: We eliminate the MACsec hop-by-hop operation for data
security, hence no intermediate systems need to intercept the frame or cal-
culate the integrity protection values. So it reduces huge amount of resource
intensive processign power, which can be served for seamless communication
by the intermediate bridges. IPv6 removes the header checksum �eld from
the IPv4 header �eld, so that the intermediate routers can be free from
complex computation to provide faster services. So if we can reduce the
cryptographic calculation from each port of the intermediate systems, we
can gain more bene�ts than the IPv6 estimated bene�ts, because any net-
work holds more switches than routers for their extension or coverage.

• Session independence: Our on-demand pair-wise key establishment en-
sures the complete security session independence, because the secure asso-
ciation is generated only between the live communicating entities. Hence,
no other security session can overlap with it.

In addition, our security system can prevent other type of attacks. The
MAC is used as ID in our solution, so if any intruder tries to compromise
any transmitter with a false MAC address of a receiver, the transmitter can
individually generate the public security parameter of the received MAC,
QID, of the original receiver. Hence, any calculation using that public key
can be recognized and validated by the original receiver, because he has the
corresponding private key to compute the veri�cation. So if the intruder
put wrong information about the MAC, the individual computation of the
QID in the transmitter prevents any damage. Actually it is not possible
to spoof other's MAC addresses in our security protocol. Let's look at the
following scenario- we assume that one intruder clones a MAC address,
but as he has cloned the MAC, he is not able to authenticate his device in
network, because the embedded certi�cate or the port based network access
control and the requirement of the knowledge of secret key do not allow him
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to launch such attacks. So it is not possible for him to get the ID based
key for the new MAC from the AS, because it depends on the successful
authentication. However, we assume that the intruder could change his
MAC address without performing any authentication communication to
the AS. Now if a legitimate sender sends a frame to that MAC address,
the frame may reach to the intruder, but he could not generate the correct
parameters for the security association, because he does not know the ID-
based secret keys of the forged MAC. He could send a response with false
keys, but our protocol can easily discard the result upon arrival of such
frame, because the sender individually generates the QID and other security
parameters for the received MAC. The result will only match if both systems
use the secret key generated by the AS. As in this case, the intruder does
not receive the secret key from the AS, the individual calculation is always
invalid. Hence, the secure association cannot be generated and no data
communication takes place with the intruder.



� 5. Implementation and Evaluation

Our security protocol has three subsystems: Key distribution, Key agreement
and Secure data transmission. So we have implemented all our subsystems to
evaluate its feasibility, secure functionality and performance, but the most critical
parts are the key agreement and secure data transmission solutions, because the
key agreement depends on public key cryptography to generate the mutually
authenticated shared secret key for secure data transmission. So we evaluate
our key agreement and secure data transmission in both simulation platform and
Linux Bridge based system implementation. However, we compare our secure
data transmission with MACsec-based secure communication in the Linux based
system implementation, but analyze the performance of our AES-based Secure
Data Transmission with other existing important security protocols only on the
simulation platform, because the secure communication using AES is already
standardized by NIST, where the hardware based implementation gives 34Gbps
throughput [Yang et al. (2005)], far more speedy than non-AES based solutions.

On the other hand, we only implement the Key Distribution subsystem in
the Linux soft-bridge platform, because it is not the critical part of our security
solution when we consider the performance issue. The key distribution is initiated
with the MACsec authentication during the deployment period, which has no
a�ect on the data transmission phase. Here in this section, at �rst we provide the
platform descriptions of our implementations and then we evaluate the security,
performance and feasibility of our subsystems. However, we do not evaluate
the security properties of the ID-based cryptographic schemes, because they are
already evaluated in [Yuan & Li (2005), Chen et al. (2007), Hess (2003), Dutta
et al. (2004)].

5.1 Implementation on the simulation platform

We simulate our Key Agreement and Secure Data Transmission on the open-
source INET Framework package of OMNeT++ 4.0 Network simulation environ-
ment [OMNeT++ (2010)]. We put 50 normal bridges (i.e., bridges) between two
edge bridges, where each of these two edge bridge connects two personal comput-
ers, as shown in Figure 5.1. We change the code of the con�guration �les of the
bridges to integrate our security protocol algorithm stated in Chapter 4. Every
Bridge port is con�gured for 100Mbps operation. The simulation is executed on
a LAPTOP, and it contains 2.3GHz Intel Pentium Dual Core T4500 processor,
2GB RAM and 250GB hard drive.

75
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Figure 5.1: Simulation platform architecture in INET-OMNeT++.

5.2 Implementation on the Linux Bridges

Our implementation on the Linux bridge [Breuer (1997), Robinson (2005)] has
three main components- i) Key distribution setup, ii) Key agreement setup and
iii) Secure data transmission.

5.2.1 Key distribution

We implement the key distribution protocol with open-source FreeRADIUS [FreeRA-
DIUS (2010)] as the Authentication Server, hostapd [Hostapd (2010)] as the au-
thenticator and WPA Supplicant [WPA (2010)] as the supplicant. All of the
entities are running separately on three machines with CentOS Linux 5.0 kernel-
2.6.18-128.1.6.el5. Beside, each machine comprises a 3GHz AMD Athlon 64 Dual
Core processor, 2GB RAM and two 1Gbps Network interface cards. We also
put two Cisco Catalyst 2950 switches between the authenticator and the AS to
increase the hops, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Key distribution protocol implementation using FreeRADIUS,
hostapd and WPA supplicant.
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5.2.2 Key agreement

We have implemented the ARP-based on-demand key agreement feature with
four bridges, as shown in Figure 5.3. Bridge 1 and Bridge 4 performs the main
operations stated in Chapter 4. So they work like the edge bridges of the provider
network. The four Linux soft-bridges have the same speci�cation: they are run-
ning on CentOS Linux 5.0 kernel-2.6.18-128.1.6.el5 and each one comprises a
3GHz AMD Athlon 64 Dual Core processor, 2GB RAM and two 1Gb network
interfaces.

Figure 5.3: Key agreement protocol implementation using multi-hop Bridged
network.

5.2.3 Secure data transmission

We put one to four Linux soft-bridges between the hosts during the tests, as
graphically described in Figure 5.4. The bridges are actually coded in C with
raw sockets and open source libraries [Lynn (n.d.), Krovetz (2007), Breuer (1997),
Robinson (2005)]. The sender is running on Fedora kernel-2.6.22.1-41.fc7 and it
comprises Intel Core 2 Duo 3.16 GHz processor, 3.584 GB random access memory
(RAM) and 1Gbps Ethernet card. Three bridges and the receiver have the same
speci�cation. They are running on CentOS Linux 5.0 kernel-2.6.18-128.1.6.el5.
Each one comprises a 3GHz AMD Athlon 64 Dual Core processor, 2GB RAM
and two 1Gbps network interfaces. Another bridge contains Ubuntu 9.04 kernel-
2.6.28-18-generic and comprises Intel Core 2 Duo 2.40 GHz processor, 1.92 GB
RAM and two 1Gbps Ethernet cards. We use the Ubuntu bridge only in our four
bridges scenario (Figure 5.4(d)).

5.3 Evaluation

For our secure data transmission and key agreement protocol implementation
in both simulation platform and Linux Bridge, we use pairing-based operation
of PBC library [Lynn (n.d.)] to implement our ID-based Yuan-Li and Hess al-
gorithm. Besides, we use the Barreto's High-speed AES implementation in C
[Krovetz (2007)] for the MACsec AES computation. In the Key Agreement in-
side simulation platform, we generate ARP request frames from one computer at
each side to the idle computer at the other side. We do the test for 1000 times
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Figure 5.4: Multi-hop Bridged network for secure communication.

and calculate the average of all roundtrip delays in the test. We �nd that the
average time it takes for our solution is 0.081208 seconds, whereas normal ARP
request/reply round trip takes 0.000437 seconds. The di�erence is mainly intro-
duced for the digital signature at the ARP request, because we do not know the
destination MAC at the beginning. We know that security reduces the perfor-
mance, but in our opinion, this slight delay for the better security does not bring
any drastic problem. Also less than 1 second delay during the address resolution
does not a�ect any network operation.

However, our on-demand key agreement establishes the edge-to-edge secure
channel, which provides total con�dentiality over multi hop bridged network with
less computation and delay than MACsec. The improvements in security and
performance are acquired by avoiding port-based encryption/decryption at the
intermediate nodes. As it prevents the insecurities of real communication induced
by hop-by-hop feature of MACsec, no clear data can be relayed and no tra�c can
be intercepted by adversaries in the middle. Table 5.1 represents the security and
e�ciency of our protocol compared to MACsec. When we make the chart like
Figure 5.5 for the number of encryption/decryption computations, we can easily
view our protocol e�ciency compared to MACsec.

Table 5.1: Comparison of the number of operations and unprotected nodes of our
solution with MACsec

Bridge(s) Number of operations Unprotected nodes
between hosts MACsec Our model MACsec Our model

1 4 2 1 0
2 6 2 2 0
3 8 2 3 0
n 2n+2 2 n 0

The combination of IPsec and MACsec is required to provide complete security
for current MACsec enable systems, but such combination introduces processing
and communication overhead. IPsec operates either in pre-shared key based
manual con�guration mode or IKE based automatic mode. Manual con�gura-
tion is impossible in large user scenarios, and automatic con�guration generates
at least three message exchanges for less secured aggressive mode in a pair-wise
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Figure 5.5: Our protocol e�ciency compared to MACsec.

communication. For a Metro Ethernet Network, where million users could be
present, this overhead of extra communication for security association degrades
the network performance. Besides, each packet transmitted by the sender needs
to be encrypted (by IPsec) at the network layer, and then encrypted/decrypted
at each hop in the data link layer (by MACsec) until the frame reached to the
destination, which introduces complexity and delay in operation/transmission.
So an on-demand pure Layer-2 edge-to-edge security mechanism can be the ideal
complement of combined IPsec/MACsec operation inside the provider networks.
Moreover, the on-demand nature of our solution can easily eliminate the scala-
bility issue, because the security association needs to be generated only between
the live communicating parties. This can totally eschew the misconception about
the scalability problem in layer-2 security. The performance of our secure data
transmission protocol on the simulation platform is presented in Table 5.2. We
measure the protocol e�ciency when TCP/IP and UDP/IP are used with 512
bytes payload. We calculate the average performance by extracting the data
transfer delay of 500 frames in each test. Although the e�ciency is not better
than EEEsec [Meddeb et al. (2009)], we think our protocol is e�cient enough
compared to other solutions, because EEEsec includes only 2 additional bytes
(except the Integrity Check Value, ICV) than normal Ethernet frames which is,
in our opinion, not enough to provide all security information and protection.
MACsec has 4 bytes Packet Number (PN) �eld for replay protection plus addi-
tional 12 bytes of SecTAG, and IPsec has 50 bytes of overhead in network packets
[Meddeb et al. (2009)], whereas our protocol has 5 bytes PN with additional 3
bytes of TAG, which includes the mandatory EtherType. In total our protocol
adds 6 additional bytes (except the ICV and EtherType) than normal Ethernet
frame, because the EtherType �eld is common in an Ethernet frame.
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Table 5.2: Performance comparison of our solution with MACsec, EEEsec and
combined IPsec/MACsec

MACsec EEEsec IPsec/MACsec SEEED
UDP 89.5% 91.8% 80.92% 90.34%
TCP 87.7% 89.8% 79.15% 88.44%

However, our Key Distribution with the open-source supplicant, authenticator
and AS (Figure 5.2) provides very little overhead, because the AS can calculate
all the public parameters in advance. So whenever the AS sends the EAP suc-
cess, our solution can integrate the secure ID inside the EAP-success message.
In our test, we do not integrate our parameters in the EAP-success for simplic-
ity. We just send a new message to the supplicant right after the AS sends the
EAP-success. The time for normal EAP-authentication in our scenario takes
0.069034 seconds, whereas our message arrives at 0.073177 seconds. Both of the
time measurements are calculated over the average of 500 authentication and key
distribution messages. The delay is quite normal, because in our implementa-
tion, the AS only sends the ID-based private key and public parameters when
the system is successfully authenticated and EAP-success is transmitted to the
supplicant. So the overhead due to the delay is very little although we send a
separate message. Hence, we think the integration of our security parameters
inside EAP-success virtually does not introduce any delay.

The average round trip delay for our Key Agreement in the small bridged Eth-
ernet network with custom Linux Bridges is 0.294ms for normal ARP messages.
On the other hand, our solution has a latency of 55.107ms. We take both results
from the average of 100 thousands ARP messages. We calculate the round-trip
time inside Bridge 1 of Figure 5.3, where the latency is measured by capturing
the time interval between the ARP request transmission and corresponding ARP
reply reception. We get a large di�erence, because here we focus on feasibility and
functional capability, rather than optimized performance. Our key agreement is
a one time setup for each pair in every ARP cache timeout duration (generally
20 minutes), so we think our solution is practical and reasonable. Besides, the
hardware-based pairing implementation [J. Huang & Li (2008)] can dramatically
reduce the latency because it speeds up the computation by 152 times compared
to the software prototype and the operation time has already reached to µs [Jun-
jie (2007)]. For this reason, our solution will perform much better in the real
hardware operation.

When we test the di�erent bridged hop network for evaluating our Secure
Data Transmission on Linux Bridges (Figure 5.4), we ignore the encryption and
decryption operations of the sender. So we get the results of Table 5.3 for 4n+2
operations in the round trip travel of data, where the receiver decrypts the data
upon reception and encrypts before transmission. The results are in microseconds.
The results of Table 5.3 show the average time of round trip travel of 64, 128,
256, 512, 1024 and 1504 bytes of Ethernet frames. We send each size of frame
1000 times and then do the average of total time. We get some high value for the
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Table 5.3: Comparison of the round trip time of our solution with MACsec

Bridge(s) between Avg. time required Avg. time required
hosts for MACsec µs for our model µs
1 718.67 439.46
2 1148.39 647.91
3 1599.53 793.11
4 2262.07 1430.42

four bridges scenario. In our opinion, this is caused by the Ubuntu bridge. When
we plot only the data (Figure 5.6 and 5.7) for three and four bridges scenario
for simplicity, we can easily �nd that our solution is very e�cient compared to
MACsec and it protects the data on the path, whereas MACsec leaves data in clear
inside each bridge and we get that clear data during the test by port-mirroring.

Figure 5.6: Round-trip latency chart of Figure 5.4(c) scenario.

5.3.1 Memory Requirements in Bridge Ports

Every Interface port in MACsec supports 2 bytes port-number through which
it can support 65534 di�erent security associations excluding all zeroes and all
ones for special use. Also every security association supports two secret keys.
If we consider every secret key has 256 bits, then each port in MACsec should
require approximately 4MB of memory. On the other hand, our protocol requires
storing keys only for pair-wise communications detected through ARP messages,
and each ARP cache can hold maximum of 1024 entries. So it requires 32KB of
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Figure 5.7: Round-trip latency chart of Figure 5.4(d) scenario.

memory for the maximum number of pair-wise communications when the key size
is 256 bits. Actually MACsec needs 4MB of memory just to support backward
compatible shared media communication (unused at most times), whereas the
32KB memory is totally used in our protocol. So in respect of usage priority or
memory requirement, we think our protocol is very reasonable than MACsec to
integrate in Layer-2 devices (i.e., bridges). If we consider the cost of per port
memory of our solution compared to MACsec, then we can easily �nd that it is
logically 4MB/32KB=128 times cheaper than MACsec for any kind of memory
the manufacturer used to construct the port storage.

Moreover, our system only adds ID-based scheme to the current standards,
thus enforces little modi�cation, because ECC is the main algorithm behind the
ID-based systems, and ECC provides comparable security with other public-key
cryptosystems using fewer bits, which results in smaller and faster hardware and
software implementations [Alrimeih & Rakhmatov (2007)]. Obviously our solu-
tion does not require any extra message exchange for the key agreement, hence
eliminates key management complexities. Although the AES encryption/decryp-
tion process is performed in Gbps, our key agreement protocol does not show that
speed. One could argue that how our system can handle real time communication
like Voice over IP tra�c with high availability, and how we can handle the speed
for such communication without reducing the link performance. To answer these
questions, we would like to tell that the key agreement and the actual secure data
transmission are completely two di�erent operations. We initiate the key agree-
ment through ARP messages, that means we initiate it when the communicating
entities do not know each other. So they do not send any VoIP tra�c during
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our key agreement protocol operations. They actually send the real media data
after getting the MAC address of the destination or the gateway. For this reason,
when the two systems actually start transmitting the real data, our secure data
transmission is completely ready by the time, and it is highly secure because it is
based on [Yuan & Li (2005)]. Hence, AES-based Gbps operations are used for the
actual data transmission. We can give a brief description of the general Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) operation to justify the above description-

At �rst the sender sends a DNS query to �nd the domain of the destination,
as shown in Figure 5.8. The DNS replies with the IP address of the destination
domain. The sender then generates the ARP to get the MAC address of the desti-
nation to send the tra�c. If the destination resides outside the Bridged network,
the router actually replies the ARP message. So our protocol generates the secure
association with the router and the edge bridge, but the router has to have sup-
port for our protocol. Otherwise, the secure association is generated between the
edge bridges when the router is connected to an edge bridge. So we can see that
our protocol generates the secure association through on-demand ARP based key
agreement mechanism. Now the sender sends actual SIP INVITE message to the
router, which is de�nitely protected by our secure data transmission mechanism
in Gbps processing speed. Then several SIP control message exchange establishes
the actual media session for data transmission. Hence, we can easily see that not
only the real VoIP data transmission is encrypted in our protocol, but also the
SIP control messages are secured by our protocol inside the bridged Ethernet
network. Here, we give example with a gateway (i.e., router), because the normal
operation inside bridged network is already described in previous chapter.

Figure 5.8: Basic SIP protocol message transmission.





� 6. Guidelines to Use SEEED Inside Other Technologies

6.1 SEEED in IPv6

ARP packets are �xed size and it does not contain any IP headers, because ARP
is not an IP layer protocol. So it is not hard to add new protocol message at
the end of ARP messages, but address resolution in IPv6 brings a new level
of complexity, because the IPv6 address resolution messages are actually imple-
mented within Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) messages that are true
IP layer packets. They are also variable in length when they include extension
headers (e.g., IP authentication, hop-by-hop option). The actual determination
of link layer address of an on-link destination is handled by the Neighbor Discov-
ery Protocol (NDP [Narten et al. (2007)]), which is propagated through ICMP
messages. The NDP provides �ve di�erent packet types: Router Solicitation (RS)
and Advertisement (RA), Neighbor Solicitation (NS) and Advertisement (NA),
and Redirect. NS/NA complements the ARP request/reply functionalities re-
spectively, whereas a router can periodically send router advertisement messages
to advertise his presence, and can also reply to a received Router Solicitation
message. When a system starts up, it generally sends router solicitation message,
but if it receives one of the periodic router advertisement messages during the
start up, then the system does not generate any router solicitation message. On
the other hand, NDP redirect is used by a router to inform a host of a better �rst
hop for a speci�c destination.

To correctly handle the integration of the security protocol in the Ethernet
encapsulation of NS/NA or RS/RA, we need some intelligent feature, because
they are variable in length. As the IPv6 packet contains payload length at the
�xed place (5th and 6th byte) inside the IP header, we can learn the total length
of the ICMP packet by simply reading that value and adding 40 to it (payload
length + 40 bytes of IP header length). Then we can 0 padded the ICMP packet
to the next multiple of 8 octets, and can insert our security parameters starting
from there. For example, if the total ICMP packet length is 75 bytes, then
we will 0 padded it to make 80 bytes and insert our security parameter from
81 byte. Now we can treat this whole packet similar to ARP packet in our
protocol operation of Figure 4.8, and can call them extended NS, NA, RS or RA.
Hence, it is easy to integrate our security parameters in the Ethernet frame of
IPv6 enabled network. Now we should explain the new functionalities that need
to be delivered in the IPv6 enabled network interfaces, because there are some
new messages (i.e., RS/RA and redirect) except the normal address resolution
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messages (i.e., NS/NA). When a host starts up and sends the router solicitation
message, the system should insert its security parameters inside the extended RS,
and the router can then reply the extended RA with its security parameters. If
the system gets the extended RA during start-up, it should send an extra unicast
frame to the router to ful�ll the key agreement requirements. This unicast frame
should contain the received RA message, but includes the security parameters of
the system. If a router receives his recent RA message in a unicast frame from
a system, which contains valid ID-based security parameters, it should establish
a security association with that system. But to avoid any DoS attack related
to unnecessary computation by the router, a router should accept only one such
unicast message from one user for the recent RA. Furthermore, if a router sends
a redirect message to a system, then the system should initiate extended NS
message for the new gateway router and the new router eventually replies with
the extended NA to build the secure association.

The on-demand shortest path operation in IPv6 is similar to our above de-
scription, because NDP operates with multicast messages. The multicast nature
relieves non-recipient systems from unnecessary processing of the NDP packets,
which eventually increases the network performance and decreases the load caused
by our ARP-Path mechanism. Here, we do not provide the detailed IPv6 packet
formats because this is a guideline for future integration. Interested readers can
check [Narten et al. (2007)] for complete technical speci�cation.

6.2 Multicast Registration Protocol

The multiple registration protocol (MRP) [P802.1ak/D8.0 (2006)], formerly known
as Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP), is the generic protocol that
facilitates the networking devices to declare, register or deregister their attribute
values. Currently, it supports Multiple MAC Registration Protocol (MMRP) and
Multiple VLAN Registration Protocol (MVRP). MMRP is required for multicast
communication. When host B (Figure 6.1) wants to receive a multicast address,
it declares its intention. Switch one receives the declaration at port one, so it reg-
ister the address at that port and declares through all other ports. Every switch
on the path registers the address at the input port and declares on other ports.
So when the declaration reaches to the server S (who provides the multicast ser-
vice), it knows that there is an end station who wants to receive the service. So it
can transmit the multicast message. The MMRP frame format contains variable
number of Messages, and each message contains attribute type and attribute list,
where each attribute list contains variable number of attributes, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.2. Moreover, each attribute has variable length. Such variable number of
messages, attributes and variable length of attributes provide us great �exibility
to integrate our key-agreement parameters inside MMRP frames.

We should integrate our parameters inside the attribute whose type is "Group
Membership (value 0x01)", because this attribute is used to register a multicast
address [Seifert & Edwards (2008)]. Similar ID based schemes (as in ARP) can
be used for building secure channels, but the server should send the same secret
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key

Figure 6.1: MMRP registration and declaration operation.

Figure 6.2: MMRP frame format.

to all members, so that everyone inside the multicast group can decrypt
frames. There is one exception that requires extra operation. If both host B
and host A declare for the same multicast registration, switch one registers them
in the appropriate input ports but declares only one message to other ports be-
cause both hosts need the same registration. In that case the switch can build a
secure channel to the server and send the secret key to hosts upon receiving the
key from the server, but such operation initiates n unicast messages inside the
switch for n hosts. So our proposal here to use the �Extension to multiple recipi-
ents� algorithms described in [BARBOSA et al. (2006)]. This scheme avoids the
pairing based encryption at the sender part, so the switch can e�ciently (without
much computation) send the encrypted secret key to multiple hosts.





� 7. Conclusion and Future Work

The typical centralized control security mechanisms or pre-shared secret based
solutions could not ful�ll the scalability requirements of the large provider net-
work, because they are overburdened by the number of users of the network.
For this reason, the link-based hop-by-hop security systems were introduced by
MACsec to cope with the distributed nature of the network, but it leaks con�den-
tiality at every intermediate node on the communication path. Hence, a scalable
edge-to-edge secure transportation protocol (i.e., secure bridging protocol) is in
need for better protection. To provide complete scalability, the security solution
needs to be on-demand in nature, so that the security associations are established
only between live communicating parties. In this thesis, we developed a �exible,
scalable, e�cient and on-demand security architecture that addresses the secure
bridging problem with great care. To recapitulate, this thesis contributes in the
following areas-

⇒ i) Key distribution: We introduce a light weight key distribution mech-
anism. We called it �light weight� because it takes advantage of the already
established authenticated channel of port-based network access control. So
our protocol does not require generating its own mutual authenticated se-
cure channel to distribute the user system key. Our ID-based secret key can
be easily transmitted through an extension of 802.1X-EAP record protocol.
Also such re-usage functionality enables us to slightly modify the existing
port-based network access control, which provides great �exibility, faster
operation and easy management of the key distribution protocol.

⇒ ii) Key Agreement: Our ID-based signature enabled ARP-transported
mutually authenticated on-demand key agreement protocol provides true
scalability to establish the pair-wise secure association. Our protocol is so
�exible (Sec. 4.3.3) that it could be integrated in any address resolution
protocol: we provide a brief description with IPv6 neighbor discovery pro-
tocol at Chapter 6. We use the existing protocols to transport our security
parameters (e.g., ID, nonce, signature/token value etc.), because it helps us
to transparently reach to any destination on the Layer-2 network, and also
helps us to provide an on-demand scalable pair-wise key agreement scheme,
which builds the secure association only between live and true communi-
cating entities without any extra key agreement message exchange.
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⇒ iii) Secure Data Transmission: Our secure data transmission protocol
completely secures the data from edge-to-edge of the provider network. It
takes advantage of the MACsec AES-GCM algorithm to secure the data
frames, hence wire-speed and standardized secure data transmission are
allowed in the network. We use the extended version of the packet number
of MACsec security tag inside the data frame, which enables us to increase
the lifetime of the security association. This extended lifetime is necessary
because our security protocol is not point-to-point; hence it is not very short
lived. Besides, it is expired by the ARP cache timeout mechanism, which
needs longer lifetime than MACsec security association. Furthermore, our
secure data transmission encrypts or decrypts at the edges, so it requires
far less computation and integrity veri�cation than hop-by-hop MACsec
operations. For this reason, our protocol is very e�cient and fast.

In addition, we evaluate the computational e�ciency, delay and performance
of our protocol with IEEE MACsec using the Linux soft-bridge platform. Our
results signi�cantly outperform the MACsec operations in large scale deploy-
ment and guarantee the security in multi-hop scenario, which is not provided in
MACsec. Moreover, the evaluation results of our security solution on the sim-
ulation platform compared to combined IPsec/MACsec operations suggest that
our Layer-2 edge-to-edge security mechanism can be the ideal complement of
combined IPsec/MACsec operation in the bridged provider network.

We have already provided the guidelines to use our protocol in IPv6 and
MMRP protocol, so the future research could be started with the implementation
of such systems and the correct evaluation of their operations.
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